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TRAVEL TIMES:
Guatemala
Guatemala City to Antigua (driving): 45 minutes
Antigua to Lake Atitlán (driving): 2.5 hours
Guatemala City to Flores (flying): 1 hour

Belize
Belize City to San Ignacio (driving): 1.5 hours
Belize City to Ambergris Caye (flying): 20 minutes
Belize City to Punta Gorda (flying): 1 hour
Belize City to Placencia (flying): 40 minutes

Honduras
San Pedro Sula to Copán Ruinas (driving): 3 hours
San Pedro Sula to La Ceiba (flying): 20 minutes
La Ceiba to Roatán (flying): 15 minutes
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About Viaventure Central America
Founded in 2001 by British, Swiss, and North
American travel experts, Viaventure is Central
America’s premier destination management
company. Based in Antigua, Guatemala, we
offer tailor-made tours in Guatemala, Belize, and
Honduras, as well as specialist travel services
for Mexico and the rest of Central America. Our
team of top-notch travel professionals hails from
around the globe and specializes in creating
innovative itineraries that match the interests and
budget of our guests. Our clients include families,
honeymooners, student groups, luxury travelers,
and more. Whether you’re looking to learn about
coffee in the rural fields of Guatemala, scuba
dive with sharks along the world’s second-largest
barrier reef, discover the street eats of a pictureperfect colonial city, or explore (and maybe camp
under) an ancient Maya temple, we guarantee
your holiday will be enriching, exciting, and
unforgettable. Travel with us to discover the best
that Central America has to offer.
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We’re passionate about what we do.
We want you to be as excited about our
destinations as we are. To that end, our staff
and guides go out of their way to provide the
best possible service before, during, and
after every trip.
We offer on-the-ground expertise—
the kind necessary to create truly unique itineraries
that you simply won’t find anywhere else. We know
our destinations inside and out and maintain close
relationships with our suppliers, which leads to
more personalized service for our guests.

Lovely to meet you! I’m Becky Harris, one of the founders and directors of Viaventure Central
America, and I’m thrilled to introduce you to our brand new brochure-cum-travel-magazine.

We’re ahead of the curve.
We’re constantly on the hunt for the next great
destination, tour, hotel, restaurant, or museum.
Our staff stays up-to-date on what’s new by taking
part in training events, conducting site visits, and
checking in regularly with our destinations.

Our goal in the following pages is to give you a taste of our company and Central America
and leave you wanting more—much more. Flip through our stories on bespoke experiences
for every budget, honeymoon hotels, top spots for coastal wildlife in Belize, and how to do
Guatemala’s Semana Santa (an over-the-top Easter celebration), and you’ll quickly see the
incredible range of experiences and offerings that Viaventure and this part of the world can
serve up.

We listen to our clients.
Tell us what you want in a trip, and we will
make it happen. Special requests are our forte.
We offer itineraries for every budget and expert
guides for nearly every interest, from archaeology
to textiles to birds.

Viaventure was born in 2001 on the back of a napkin in a Los Angeles café by James Goller, a
helicopter pilot from the United States, and me, a globetrotting Brit and reformed mechanical
engineer. We moved to Guatemala, joined forces with Beat Brunschwiler, a veteran mountain
biker from Switzerland, and over the years, have built a multinational team of dedicated and
energetic travel professionals. Our creative crew designs one-of-a-kind travel itineraries with the
same excitement we all experience when journeying to a new destination.

We make selling Central America easy.
We have a training site that’s packed with example
itineraries, photos, and destination and tour
descriptions. We conduct online client trainings,
take part in road shows, and arrange office visits
to help you better understand the places we go.
We’ll also work with you to develop smart ways to
increase sales and improve conversion rates.

Few places in the world can boast the cultural, geographic, and historic wealth of Central
America, particularly the countries of Guatemala, Belize, and Honduras, where we offer the
majority of our specialist travel services. In this region, you’ll find UNESCO World Heritage
ruins, smoking volcanoes, wildlife-filled rainforests, pristine beaches, scenic colonial towns,
colorful markets, and a number of rich, vibrant cultures, including that of the Maya. The food is
an art form all its own.

GET IN TOUCH
www.viaventure.com
+502 7934-6687
info@viaventure.com
twitter.com/viaventure
facebook.com/viaventurecentralamerica
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Our trips highlight the best that Central America has to offer and are tailor-made to our clients’
taste. They include the kinds of out-of-the-ordinary experiences and unexpected touches—
from private dinners with archaeologists and bike rides through rural mountain towns to street
food tours and chocolate-making classes—that make for a truly unforgettable holiday.
So grab a cup of coffee (make it a Guatemalan brew) and settle in for a good read, one that
we hope inspires you and your clients to hop on a plane to try piping-hot corn tortillas, track
down red-footed boobies in Belize, or explore a rural Honduran farm—with our help, of course.
Thanks for joining us on this journey of exploration. We look forward to hearing from you.
Becky Harris
Viaventure Director/Co-founder
becky.harris@viaventure.com
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An enchanting escape
San Ignacio • Cayo District • Belize
Email: blackrock@blackrocklodge.com • Tel: +501-834-4038 or +501-834-4049

www.blackrocklodge.com
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Antigua • Guatemala
Tel: (502) 7832-7903 • Email: info@casaencantada-antigua.com

www.casaencantada-antigua.com
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Meet
VIAVENTURE

of the hard-working,
cool, and totally
make our awesome
trips, well, awesome?
Here’s a sampling of
the Viaventure crew.

Fito Alvarado

Clelia Aquino

Vinicio Peña

Israel Canto

Kevin & Stephanie García

Operations and
Supplier Manager

Guide
(Honduras)

Travel Specialist
(Groups and Incentives)

Guide
(Guatemala)

Guide (Belize)

Travel Specialist (FIT) & Sales Manager

A native of Guatemala City,
Maria Julia explored the
wilds of Central America as
a Viaventure guide for six
years before settling into an
office job in Antigua in 2013.
She speaks French, English,
German, and Spanish, has a
master’s degree in tourism,
and loves Guatemalan food
and micheladas—both with
plenty of lime.

Fito has lived in the small
town of Copán Ruinas, one
kilometer from Honduras’s
famed Copán archaeological
site, his entire life and has
worked as a Viaventure
guide since 2009. It was
the opportunity to work
outdoors, meet new people,
and educate the world about
his ancient Maya ancestors
that led him to pursue a
career in tourism. What he
loves most about guiding
is meeting clients who are
interested in Honduran
history and culture.

Born and raised in Antigua,
Guatemala, Clelia has a
degree in psychology and
has worked for Viaventure
since 2007, creating
innovative tours for clients
from around the globe. Her
favorite itineraries are those
that set out for off-thebeaten-path places, like
Guatemala’s Laguna Lachuá
and Semuc Champey.
Her first move, if she ever
became a Viaventure
director, would be to develop
a trip-planning app.

Vinicio grew up in Canada’s
Yukon Territory, before
returning to his native
Guatemala to join the military
at 15 years old. For the
next decade, he traveled
extensively through the
country, getting to know
some of its remotest regions.
His in-depth knowledge of
Guatemala’s geography and
people led him to tourism,
and he has led archaeology,
birding, trekking, and other
tours for Viaventure for 10
years.

A member of team Viaventure
since 2010, Israel Canto lives
in the hub of Belize’s Cayo
District—San Ignacio—but
grew up in a small Maya
village where the Mountain
Pine Ridge Forest Reserve’s
waterfalls, caves, and rivers
served as a playground.
Today, he’s passionate about
the great outdoors and the
idea of a greener world. If he
ran Viaventure, he’d clean up
the roads around the Belize
City airport and put up Beta
No Litta Mahn…Kept Litter
Free by Viaventure signs.
“Best marketing ever.”

Viaventure’s dynamic brother-sister duo, Kevin
and Stephanie grew up on the Channel Islands
of Great Britain. They moved with their parents
to Guatemala in 2000 and work just desks away
from each other in Viaventure’s FIT department.
They’re passionate about travel. Kevin cites
their parents’ love of tourism as what drew him
to the field (their mom, Jane, is a Viaventure
guide). Stephanie appreciates visiting and
learning about new places—and the fact that no
two days in the office are ever alike.

I enjoy working at
Viaventure because… I
create experiences! Some
people save up for a long
time to visit our destinations,
and it makes me happy
when we create the dream
trip they want.

I enjoy working at
Viaventure because… your
opinion matters. People
listen to and take action
on your suggestions. I also
like that it’s a company that
cares about sustainability.

My top travel tip for Belizebound travelers is… get
ready for tropical beaches,
coral reefs, incredible caves,
exotic wildlife, and a laidback
Caribbean atmosphere.

The biggest misconception
people have about
Guatemala is… that we
have no development at all.
People are often surprised
by how modern our tourism
infrastructure is, especially
in cities like Antigua. Of
course, there’s a big contrast
between what you’ll find in
our cities and small, rural
towns, but that’s part of
what makes Guatemala so
interesting.
My favorite holiday is…
Semana Santa (Holy
Week). I enjoy the religious
processions and the colorful
sawdust carpets in Antigua
and Guatemala City. It’s
something really unique
to us.

My top travel tip for
Honduras-bound travelers
is… visit Copán! And go for
a sunset dinner at nearby
Hacienda San Lucas. The
food is great, and you can
see the tops of the Copán
temples.
I’d love to travel to…
Guatemala’s El Mirador ruins.
I’ve yet to see a jaguar in the
wild but have heard that your
chance of spotting one there
is pretty good. Plus, it’s the
biggest of all the Maya cities.
I’d like to go to India, too—it
sounds magical.
My favorite local food is…
atol chuco from Atolera El
Pijazo in Copán Ruinas.
It’s a thick corn porridge
served with a few red beans,
a squeeze of lime, and a
sprinkle of ground squash
seeds. It’s perfect on a cold
morning.

My top travel tip for
Guatemala-bound travelers
is… try our delicious
food—get street food or an
authentic Guatemalan meal
in a more fancy restaurant.
Also, don’t forget to pack
something nice to wear to
dinner in Antigua’s top spots.
The biggest misconception
people have about
Guatemala is… that it’s part
of Mexico. It’s not!

Tourism appeals to me
because… I like sharing
what I know with others and
showing visitors the “real”
Guatemala. My favorite
tours are the ones where
visitors meet local people
and families. Our As Green
As It Gets coffee tour is
good for that. So is visiting
during Antigua’s Semana
Santa or heading to the
northern highlands, near
Huehuetenango, where you
get an authentic look at rural
life.
I’d love to travel to… Italy,
to visit the Vatican.

The biggest misconception
people have about Belize
is… that it’s a forgotten,
distant land deep in the
rainforests of Central
America. In fact, we’re only a
two-hour flight from Florida
and just south of Cancún,
Mexico.
My favorite holiday is… not
a holiday but La Ruta Maya
River Challenge. Professional
and amateur paddlers from
Belize and around the world
participate in a grueling fourday race that retraces the
Maya trading route between
San Ignacio and Belize City.

A Guide’s Tale:
Carlos Vivar

creative people who

Maria Julia Rivera

My favorite Viaventure
product is… anything we
offer that other companies
don’t—flying over volcanoes
by helicopter, painting with
Guatemalan naïf artists, or
camping near ancient Maya
ruins.
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Want to meet a few

My favorite local food is…
Kevin: pineapple, in any form—sliced or
cubed, in smoothies, juices, or piña coladas.
I also won’t ever say no to arroz con leche (a
sweet drink made of rice and milk) or pupusas
(cheese-filled tortillas).
Stephanie: Pepían—it’s a dish of chicken, beef,
or pork in a tasty chile-tomato sauce that’s
served with rice. My favorite drink is batido,
which is only made during Lent and Easter
week. I have no idea what’s in it, but it’s served
hot and is like a tangy fruit punch with spices.
My top travel tip for Central America-bound
travelers is…
Kevin: to come with tanks full of enthusiasm, a
good travel buddy, and enough space in your
suitcase to squeeze in plenty of new purchases.
Stephanie: to be up for anything and
everything. How does that saying go…“when
was the last time you did something for the first
time?”

For nearly two decades, Carlos Vivar has helped clients explore the
culture, history, and beauty of Guatemala, Honduras, Belize, El Salvador,
and Mexico. A fulltime member of the Viaventure team who assists with
operations and trainings and guides many of our trips, Carlos grew up in
Guatemala’s remote, northern department of El Petén, in a small community
where airplanes were seen long before cars.
Called Uaxactún and comprising an archaeological site, too, Carlos’s village was a giant jungle
playground where he grew up climbing ancient temples and listening to the tales his grandfather,
a Maya shaman (spiritual leader), shared about his ancestors. “It was the best time of my life and
was where I learned to respect and love nature,” says Carlos.
Sadly, it was also where he felt the impact of Guatemala’s civil war. Remote areas of the country
with indigenous populations, like El Petén, suffered greatly during the conflict, and Carlos’s
father disappeared. To help support his mother and seven siblings, he took a job as a chiclero (a
harvester of natural gum) at just 8 years old. “I journeyed into the jungle for work. It was hard, but
it was also how I began to develop a better understanding of the region’s flora and fauna.”
He worked as a chiclero for six years, but his family remained poor, and so Carlos decided to
leave his village in search of a more formal education. He set out by himself—it was the first time
he had ever left the Uaxactún area—and headed toward Flores, the main hub for visitors to El
Petén today. In a small town called San Benito, he found a school, sat outside a window, and
eavesdropped on a class. A teacher noticed him and invited Carlos to join him and his family for
lunch; they later invited him to stay and attend school. “They were my guardian angels.”
Carlos lived with the teacher’s family into his early 20s but returned to Uaxactún almost every
weekend. It was a 23-kilometer (14-mile) trek from the last bus stop to his village, and he often
arrived long after dark. “It was a far walk, but I couldn’t resist stopping to watch the wildlife
around me: toucans, snakes, lizards, monkeys—sometimes even pumas and jaguars.”
After finishing high school, Carlos studied tourism and then took a job with a tour operator. He
worked for eight years, picking up a bit of English here and there, before his company decided
English should be mandatory for all its guides. Carlos went on hiatus and started offering free
Tikal tours to English-speaking visitors in exchange for a few new words and phrases. After just
three months, he had learned a reasonable amount, and his company assigned him his first
English-speaking guests. “It went horribly,” he says. “Someone asked me if there were guerillas in
the area, and I answered, ‘No, sir, only spider and howler monkeys.’”

Kevin: Brazil. The Amazon jungle and Río de
Janeiro—beach, sun, and samba!

Clearly, that was long ago, as Carlos’s English is now excellent, though you may detect a
Southern drawl due to his penchant for country music. Over the years, he’s been recognized
by clients and tour companies alike for his exceptional guiding skills and warm personality. He
has led trips for renowned archaeologists and researchers from National Geographic, Cornell
University, and the University of Pennsylvania and has won myriad guiding awards, too, most
recently from the UK-based travel magazine Wanderlust, whose 2013 World Guide Award judges
voted him “highly commended.”

Stephanie: Egypt. I think the ancient Egyptian
culture is fascinating and can’t wait to check
out the pyramids.

Despite his many successes, Carlos has maintained close ties to Uaxactún. Indeed, he now leads
tours there for Viaventure, granting others the opportunity to experience the wild jungles and
ancient temples of his beloved village, too.

I’d love to travel to…
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Staff Q&A
I never travel
without…

How many
tortillas do
you eat per
meal?

The best
vacation
includes…

What’s your
favorite
local food or
drink?

If I was a
Viaventure
director, I
would…

What’s
the best
thing about
working for
Viaventure?

What do you
like most
about your
department?

Picante (hot
sauce) or no
picante?

If Viaventure
was an animal,
what animal
would it be?

What’s your
favorite
holiday?

knowing where I’m
spending the first
night of my trip.

Depends on
the meal. On
average, one to
five. If I’m eating
chicharrones, as
many as 10.

a new experience,
good drinks, and
fun people!

Chiles rellenos
with mucho
picante (hot
sauce), por favor!

work at home—
and in my
pajamas!

Staff training
trips—and cake for
birthdays.

Picante, but not
toooo picante. I’m
British after all!

Patricia Estrada,
Overland Programs

Julieta Martínez,
Travel Specialist

My boss is patient,
my workmate is
nice, and I have a
quiet environment
to concentrate on
numbers.

A giraffe—always
keeping its head
high to look for
new frontiers.

be as relaxed and
fun as our three
directors.

You never know
what’s next!

Semana Santa
in Antigua,
Guatemala. It’s
an intense, crazy
week with so
much to see and
even more to eat.

Stephanie García,
Sales Manager
hand sanitizer,
suntan lotion,
snacks, and a
great deal of
clothing.
Carmen Gonzalez,
Accounts
making sure my
luggage isn’t
overweight.
Stefanie Schäpan,
Operations
Specialist

Vinicio Peña, Guide
(Guatemala)
Maximum one.
Well, if a good
guacamole is
involved, it could
be more.
Iris Ramirez, Sales
Admin & Support
Too many. Once I
start, I can’t stop.
Becky Harris,
Director

Betsabe Montenegro,
Groups and
Incentives
a wallet full of cash
and cards with
unlimited credit.
David Farrington,
Travel Specialist
good meals—they
don’t have to be
expensive.
Karen Ayala, Guide
(Belize/Honduras)

Christoph Ege,
General Manager
Anything grilled,
with a good
lemonade or
margarita.
Iris Ramirez, Sales
Admin & Support
Guatemala’s
desayuno chapín
(a breakfast of
eggs, beans,
cheese, plantains,
and tortillas) and
Zacapa rum.
Not together, of
course!
James Goller,
Director

Stefanie Schäpan,
Operations
Specialist
organize video
game tournaments
at lunch.
Kevin García,Travel
Specialist

Christoph Ege,
General Manager
Everyday is casual
Friday.
Stephanie García,
Sales Manager

Carmen Gonzalez,
Accounts
We joke and have
fun. We’re friends.
Stefanie Schäpan,
Operations
Specialist
We have mosquito
zapper-rackets, so
we don’t get bitten
to pieces!
Kevin García,
Travel Specialist

Becky Harris,
Director
Always picante!
Even at breakfast.
Marian Cordova,
Guide (Guatemala)
Very picante. I love
chopped habanero
chiles with onion
and lemon juice.
Fito Alvarado, Guide
(Honduras)

Christoph Ege,
General Manager
A dog, because it’s
an animal you can
trust.
Josue Medina,
Operations
Specialist
A rampaging
rhinoceros,
because there’s no
stopping us!
Stephanie García,
Sales Manager

Melissa Denchak,
Marketing
Guatemala’s
Kite Festival on
November 1. I
usually go to the
top of a hill or
to the town of
Sumpango to fly
a kite.
David Farrington,
Travel Specialist
Christmas,
because I love
getting together
with my family and
cooking the food
of the season.
Karen Ayala, Guide
(Belize/Honduras)
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An intimate
and romantic
retreat beside a
magical lake

Otro Mundo Aparte
A World Apart
Barefoot Cay • Roatán • Bay Islands • Honduras
U.S. Tollfree: +1 866 246 3706 • Roatán Reservations: +504 9967 3642 • Email: Info@BarefootCay.com

www.BarefootCay.com
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La Lancha • Lake Petén Itzá • Petén District • Guatemala
Tel: +502 7928 8331 • Email: info@coppolaresorts.com

www.coppolaresorts.com/lalancha
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Letters to Viaventure
We love receiving feedback. It’s how we figure out what our clients
love, what’s working and what isn’t, and most importantly, how we can
improve and serve you better. The feedback we receive is shared with our
team—staff members, guides, and drivers—via an internal blog, ensuring
those who get in touch are heard loud and clear. Of course, our favorite
feedback comes from satisfied clients, and we thought we’d share some of
the recent comments we’ve received here. These come from clients who
have traveled with us and clients for whom we’ve organized third-party
trips. If you’d like to get in touch with Viaventure, please e-mail us at
info@viaventure.com. We’d love to hear from you.

Both of our guides,
Carlos and “Rambo,”

were wonderful.
Thank you, again, for
arranging an adventure
that we will never forget.

Just thought I’d drop you a quick email from
Lake Atitlán. It’s absolutely stunning. We
had a fantastic three days in Antigua. I think
it’s up there as one of the most beautiful
cities we’ve ever visited. The Guatemalan
people are so friendly and hospitable, and
we’ve been very well looked after. Our guide,
Gary, took us to Chichi market, which was
an amazing experience. We’re now going
to take advantage of a huge rainy season
downpour to stay put and enjoy the peace
and surroundings of our hotel.
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Nothing but praise from [my client]. She said normally she
comes home from a holiday with something to complain
about, but she gave this trip an overall rating of 100 percent!
[My client] has traveled all over with many companies, but
she said Viaventure was the best she has ever used. She said
everything worked so smoothly, everyone was so nice, and
the guides were brilliant, like friends.

Thank you so
for all you arr much
a
us–all perfec nged for
t,
Sad to be ba spot on!
real world–w ck in the
ou
have kept at ld rather
th
pace” –but th e “slow
at’s life!

I wanted to
th
service you p ank you for the excellen
t
sold many gr rovided [my client]. I h
ave
oup tours an
d destination
this agency,
s for
and
They always they can be challengin
g.
come back w
about how th
it
ings on the gr h comments
ound could be
improved or
sm
quite right. T all things that were not
report, thou hey gave this tour an A+
gh
work and ex ! This is due to your hard
tr
all you did to a effort. We so apprecia
te
mak
operation. Yo e this a smooth-running
u made us lo
ok good!

OMG. Just got of
f the phone with
[my client], an
the first thing sh
d
e said is that I
ou
td
id myself. I gave
you all the credit.
She absolutely lov
ed, loved, loved
the trip! The guid
es were great, ve
ry
knowledgeable,
and even added
some touches th
at
weren’t included
in the itinerary,
like taking her
to fabulous, outthe-way eaterie
ofs. She was tota
lly satisfied. Than
ks,
again, for all of
your work on th
is.

We got back from
Guatemala yesterday.
My wife and I had a
wonderful time. Both of
our guides, Carlos and
.
“Rambo,” were excellent
Thank you, again, for
arranging an adventure
that we will never forget .

Great trip to Belize and enjoyed
everything enormously. Highlights
were the Actun Tunichil Muknal caves,
the yacht, and the Uaxactún ruins
in Guatemala, but really everything
was fascinating. Placencia turned out
to be more of a laidback beach town
than I expected—had heard reports
of it being spoiled. Belcampo Lodge
in the south is beautifully run, and
Toledo—that southern region—perhaps
the most interesting and congenial
part of the country. Belize really has
a lot to offer and good infrastructure,
too—accommodations, flights, and
roads. And it is so easy to cross into
Guatemala to see the Maya ruins or the
Maya villages of the Central Highlands.
Viaventure was excellent, with top-class
guides. Thanks for all your help.

Thank you for taking such
great care of [my clients]. As
usual, you did a wonderful job
with the details. [My clients]
thought their guide, Jane, was
awesome. They loved her insider
knowledge and insight and
enjoyed asking questions about
her life as an expatriate, saying
this was priceless. They got a
beautiful glimpse of what an
amazing country Guatemala
really is. We are so pleased
with the quality of Viaventure’s
services and will continue to
recommend you to all our
guests traveling to Guatemala.

I wanted to let
you know that my
clients said “it was
the best vacation
ever.” Thanks for
all you did to get
that response.
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Discover your own private island at Cayo Espanto
where paradise and luxury
come together as one.
Near Ambergris Caye • Belize
Tel: +910-323-8355 • Email: info@aprivateisland.com

www.aprivateisland.com
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Scuba diving with sea turtles along Belize’s Caribbean coast.
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Souvenirs
to Score
What’s one way to make your trip to Guatemala, Belize, or Honduras last
longer? Bring a token of your travels home with you. These souvenirs will
provide the perfect reminder of a holiday well spent, long after your bags
are unpacked and put away.
Marie Sharp’s hot sauces adorn every table in
Belize and are made from locally farmed habanero
peppers just outside the town of Dangriga. Heat
levels range from “mild” to “no wimps allowed.” Try
Marie’s jams and jellies, too; her green habanero
jelly is addictive.
The ancient Maya valued jade for its durability
and gorgeous color. Today, a handful of shops
in Guatemala’s colonial city of Antigua boast
earrings, cufflinks, bracelets, and more that feature
the ornamental stone—and not just in green. Jade
comes in lavender, pink, white, blue, and other
natural hues, too.

News & Notes

Tobacco has been cultivated in Honduras since
colonial times but got a boost when Fidel Castro
came to power and a handful of Cuban cigarmakers escaped to the Honduran countryside to
set up shop. Today, the country produces some of
the world’s best hand-rolled cigars.

A roundup of why we’re excited.
The Belize Boon

Innovative New Tours

It’s a fact: More and more travelers are heading to Belize. According to the
Belize Tourism Board, airport arrivals increased by 8.1 percent during the first
quarter of 2013 compared to the same period last year, a stat that mimics
recent annual trends. Viaventure has noted more Belize bookings, too. “It
has always been strong in the U.S. market,” says Viaventure director Becky
Harris, “but a handful of European clients are now selling Belize, as well, and
we’ve seen their sales soar.” The uptrend could be for a handful of reasons.
Efforts to promote development have led to the opening of new luxury hotels
like Ambergris Caye’s El Secreto and the Cayo District’s Gaïa Riverlodge,
which are attracting more high-end travelers. Word is getting out that the
English-speaking country is affordable and boasts infrastructure—attractions,
accommodations, roads, and the like—on par with top global destinations.
People are also discovering there’s more to do than scuba dive the barrier
reef; Belize has ruins, rainforests, culture, and plenty of soft adventure, too.
Finally, it’s easier than ever to access: Tropic Air now offers non-stop flights
between Cancún, Mexico and Belize City, providing European travelers a
close-by flight connection.

Our unique tours are designed to dig deep into local locales, and we’re
excited about some of our newest offerings. At Guatemala’s Lake Atitlán,
guests can check out modern Maya life at the village of San Jorge La Laguna
or explore the Atitlán area by kayak, bike, and on foot via a five-day excursion.
Foodies will love our street food tour and chef-hosted cooking class, both in
Antigua, Guatemala. Archaeology buffs should plan to explore Honduras’s
Copán ruins with renowned archaeologist David Sedat. (Inquire about the
private presentation he gives on his discoveries, too.) In Belize, we can help
you discover chocolate’s long history, visit Maya and Garífuna towns, and
experience the country’s remotest Caribbean islands and reef in an awesome
new way—by private catamaran.

Viaventure On-Camera
New York-based portrait photographer and commercial filmmaker Nicolas
LaClair (www.laclairimages.com ) has stolen away to Central America to shoot
a series of commercials for Viaventure. Designed to bring this Technicolor,
wild, and culturally rich part of the world to life, these teasers will showcase
the best that Viaventure has to offer in Guatemala, Belize, and Honduras. We
can’t wait to show them off.

Specialist Group Travel
These days, inquiries are up among globetrotting groups looking for ways
to experience more, learn something new, or give back. We’re selling an
increasing number of trips to specialist groups of all types, including student
groups from universities like Cornell and Yale, researchers from outfits like
National Geographic, and donor groups with organizations like Water For
People. We’re also catering more to independent bands of travelers with
a keen interest in something specific, like archaeology, birding, textiles, or
learning Spanish.
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Honduras’s Copán & Beyond
The Copán ruins in Honduras are gaining favor with Central America-bound
travelers, and more clients are booking a visit as a part of a Honduras itinerary
or as an add-on to a Guatemala trip. It’s no surprise. A UNESCO World
Heritage Site, the ruins are one of the grand dames of the ancient Maya
world and have the added benefit of a superb location. Visitors to the Copán
area can also explore Macaw Mountain (a reserve for tropical birds), learn
about farm life at Finca El Cisne, discover how hand-rolled cigars are made,
and more. Copán aside, Honduras is becoming known as a top-notch (and
economical) family-friendly destination, too. Its wild rainforests, gorgeous
Caribbean isles, and colonial towns serve as a playground for adults and
kids alike.

Investing in Technology
Viaventure has always employed a strong focus on technology, and a
few years ago the company embarked on a joint venture to create Veeops
(www.veeops.com), a bespoke tour operator software solution for tailor-made
FIT, group, and package tours. Veeops will soon announce its next generation
release, including a debut beta release to other tour operators. Stay tuned
for updates!

If you’re in the Guatemalan highlands, head to
the large indigenous market in Chichicastenango
for hand-carved wood masks or visit the town of
San Juan La Laguna on Lake Atitlán for naturally
dyed textiles like scarves, blankets, and even iPad
covers handmade by local women’s cooperatives.
Belize’s Garífuna people boast a style of music
that’s all their own. The catchy, drum-heavy beats
are a merging of musical legacies from Africa
and the Caribbean. The late Belizean musician
Andy Palacio was one of the music form’s biggest
proponents and his internationally acclaimed
(and awesome) 2007 album Wátina features top
Garífuna performers.
Guatemala is home to a variety of microclimates
that make for excellent coffee. Some of the best
beans come from areas like Huehuetenango,
Cobán, Lake Atitlán, and Antigua. Coffee from
these regions tends to be aromatic, full bodied,
and delicately sweet with a pleasant acidity.
The Lenca are Honduras’s largest indigenous
group and are well-known for making exceptional,
handcrafted clay pottery, particularly in the
villages around Gracias. Plates, vases, cups, and
bowls feature distinct patterns in brown, black,
cream, red, and grey and are produced mostly by
women’s cooperatives.
Chocoholics will love Belize, particularly the
southern district of Toledo, where top-quality
cacao beans (used to make chocolate) have been
cultivated since ancient Maya times. Today, the
Toledo Cacao Growers Association supplies beans
to a handful of Belizean chocolatiers such as
Kakaw, Ixcacao, Cotton Tree, and Goss.
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A Window to Paradise
Panajachel • Guatemala
Tel: +502 7762 1441 • E-mail: info@hotelatitlan.com

www.hotelatitlan.com
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Sustainable Luxury
Lake Atitlán • Guatemala
Tel: +502 4066 8135 | Email: info@thelagunalodge.com

www.thelagunalodge.com
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Our Take on
Sustainable
Travel
It’s a fact: Without the vibrant
communities, rich heritage, and
natural beauty of Central America,
Viaventure would not exist. As such,
we consider it our responsibility to
preserve the places and support the
people we visit. That’s one of the
reasons we created the Viaventure
Foundation in 2006. Through it, we
donate a portion of the profits we
earn from our trips to organizations
based in the areas where we travel.
We’ve contributed to reforestation,
micro-credit, children’s health, and
sex education programs; purchased
computers and supplies for local
schools; and sponsored children
through an entire school year.
We go to great lengths to promote sustainable travel when planning
and operating our trips, too. We give preference to eco-minded
partners (see Sustainable Stars at right), distribute reusable water
bottles to guests (there are water refill stations in many hotels and in
all of our vehicles), and aim to reduce our waste whenever possible.
We encourage our clients to patronize local shops so the money they
spend stays in the communities they explore. We have purchased
carbon offsets for our office and give clients the option to buy carbon
offsets for their trips. We also partner with the Rainforest Alliance and
Great Green Deal.
In looking ahead, we’ve set some ambitious new goals for ourselves,
as well. We’ve fired up an internal green team to hunt for innovative
non-profits, businesses, and suppliers with whom we can partner
to provide even more sustainable tours and services. We’re also
upping the ante on eco-friendly initiatives in the office: In addition to
improving our efforts to reduce, reuse, and recycle, we have plans for
a bold new experiment—an aquaponic food system that combines
fish cultivation with water-based planting. Once our model is in place,
we plan to show local schools, communities, and businesses how it
works as an alternative means of generating food.
With these efforts and more, we hope to preserve, protect, and give
back to this incredible region of the world.
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The
Viaventure
Responsible
Business
Strategy
In addition to providing
high-quality travel experiences,
Viaventure’s responsible
business strategy aims to:
Respect and conserve our
environment’s natural resources.

Sustainable
Stars
Some businesses make
an effort to be sustainable,
others make it their
mission. These three
properties (and Viaventure
partners) go out of
their way to protect the
communities and natural
resources around them.

hn
hn

Ni’tun
Ecolodge

gt
bz

Hidden from view on the shores of Lake Petén Itzá,
in Guatemala’s northern department of El Petén,
this small, quiet retreat has accomplished the
improbable. In early 2013, after more than seven
years of hard, often tedious work, it was inscribed
as an official private reserve by the Guatemalan
government.
Arrive at Ni’tun, and you’ll be greeted by dogs,
geese, a cat, and one of the lodge’s friendly
owners, Lorena Castillo or Bernie Mittelstaedt. The
two opened Ni’tun in 1993, after finding the perfect
spot of land, an overgrown farm with potential.
“There was a chemical connection the first time we
saw it,” says Bernie. “We liked it immediately.”
Today, the 7-hectare (17-acre) property sits in a
wild jungle of chicle, palm, and cedar trees, just
above the lake’s lapping shores, and comprises
four thatched-roof, perfectly private casitas
constructed from locally sourced stone, sand, and
scrap wood like mahogany. An open-air, two-story
palapa serves as the living-dining-kitchen area,
and guests gather here to read, bird-watch, and
share family-style meals accompanied by freshly
baked bread.

Protect and develop
cultural resources.

Ni’tun is a pristine, peaceful property and
becoming a private reserve will help keep it that
way. As Lorena explains, “Now that we’re a nature
reserve, we have the government’s support in
keeping out poachers, preventing forest fires, and
prohibiting deforestation. (Locals have wanted
to cut down trees to plant corn). It means we’re
also one step closer to creating a giant swath of
protected land in Petén.”

Create economic benefits for
destination communities.

The property is a stellar example of how
perseverance and careful land management can
pay off. Once a farm, the new reserve is now an
untamed tract that toucans, iguanas, and troops of
howler monkeys call home.

gt
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Unicornio
Azul

gt
bz

An incredible ranch in the remote mountains of
western Guatemala, Unicornio Azul gives back
to the local community in a surprising way: by
supporting the competition.
Nestled in what owner Pauline Decamps calls the
“rural and real” Guatemala, the ranch is built from
traditional materials like brick, stone, and wood
and offers five simple accommodations (each
features handmade furniture and cozy beds),
plus home-cooked meals and more than a dozen
horses for guests to use on guided rides through
the region. “The landscape here is rebellious but
beautiful,” says Pauline. “There are juniper trees,
agave cacti, flocks of sheep, fields of potatoes,
and traditional adobe homes. Our neighbors—
ladino and indigenous—are what they are, farmers
plowing a difficult story in an area that has been
neglected by the government.”
Neglected by the government, perhaps, but not by
Unicornio Azul. For years, the ranch has provided
assistance to a nearby community tourism project
aimed at drawing visitors to the region and
creating jobs for local families. The result has been
the opening of a guest lodge called Posada Finca
Chaculá. Unicornio Azul’s support for the posada
has come in many guises, including educational
classes and trainings. “We’ve never provided
any funds,” says Pauline. “Instead, we’ve helped
the group create a marketing plan, set rates, and
develop services that would appeal to tourists.
The posada opened in 2010 and has been a real
success—not because of our efforts but because
of theirs.”

Table Rock
Jungle Lodge

bz

At Table Rock Jungle Lodge in Belize’s western
district of Cayo, conservation is top priority.
Owned by Colleen and Alan Spring, the rustic-chic
lodge—which features bright, open, and airy rooms
with handcrafted four-poster beds and hardwood
furnishings—sits on a pristine, 42-hectare (105acre) rainforest reserve along the Macal River and
has adopted myriad strategies for protecting and
preserving the area around it.
“We consider ourselves stewards of the land,” says
Colleen. “So for us, this means putting back what
has been taken out and caring for the resources
that are still available.” The lodge makes good
use of purified rainwater, recycles gray water
from showers and sinks, and produces its own
electricity. Efforts are made to cut down on light
pollution, which affects bird migration and the
habits of nocturnal creatures, and to purchase
eco-friendly, Belizean-made products. Appliances
are Energy Star-approved, gravity (instead of
pumps) keeps water flowing, and the lodge has
intentionally remained small to reduce its footprint
on the land. Nearly 1,000 mahogany trees have
been planted as part of a reforestation project,
and fruit, eggs, vegetables, and herbs are sourced
from Table Rock’s own farm. The lodge also hires
the majority of its staff from nearby communities
and contributes to a handful of socially green
enterprises.
As a result of these and many other initiatives,
Table Rock was awarded the Belize Green
Business Award in 2011, as well as the Belize
Small Hotel of the Year Award for 2011 and 2010.
Today, it’s a top spot for green-minded guests
looking for a mix of comfort and adventure (there’s
canoeing, hiking, and biking) in the Belizean
wilds. “People love the beauty of our natural
surroundings,” says Colleen. And clearly, the lodge
is working hard to keep it that way.
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HANDS ON EXPERIENCES AT THE FARM

A luxury jungle lodge, organic
farm, and nature reserve in the
heart of southern Belize offering
the best in local food, culture,
and outdoor adventures

ESCAPE, RELAX & SPOIL YOURSELF
IN GUATEMALA’S TOP DESTINATIONS

www.belcampobz.com
Belcampo Belize • Punta Gorda • Belize
Tel: +501 722 0050 • Email: info@belcampobz.com
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www.hotelcaminoreal.com.gt
Westin Camino Real • Guatemala City • Guatemala
Reservations: +502 2410 5255 • Email: reservaciones@caminoreal.com.gt
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Exploring Belize’s Rio Frio cave in the Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve.
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www.caminorealtikal.com.gt
Camino Real Tikal • San Jóse • Petén • Guatemala
Reservations: +502 2410 5299 • Email: reservaciones@caminoreal.com.gt
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explore

ESCAPE, RELAX & SPOIL YOURSELF
IN GUATEMALA’S TOP DESTINATIONS
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ADVENTURE…
gt

Located in northern Honduras,
Pico Bonito National Park is the bz
start of the winding Río Cangrejal,
a forested river that offers some
of Central America’s finest
whitewater rafting and kayaking.
It’s the perfect spot for both
novices and skilled river-runners
alike, as the rapids range from
Class II to Class V. Newbies can
focus on basic boating skills while
exploring appropriate stretches of
water; experienced adventurers
can tackle more daunting rapids.
The water is warm, so wet suits
are not required. September
through March are the best
months to visit. (To learn more,
see Pico Bonito: The Park Less
hn
Explored, p.47.)
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Explore Lake Atitlán

gt

Become
Indiana Jones

explore

intro

bz

One of Guatemala’s signature
sights, Lake Atitlán is not only
renowned for its beauty, it’s also a
great spot for outdoor exploration.
Check out Reserva Natural
Atitlán’s jungle-lined nature trails,
23-meter (75-foot) high waterfall,
butterfly preserve, and series of
incredible zip-line routes. You can
also explore the lake by kayak,
take a bike tour, visit ancient
Maya caves, or plan a trek up San
Pedro volcano for an unbeatablehn
bird’s-eye view of the area.
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explore

explore

Awesome Activities
to Keep the Whole
Family Happy

Mom’s passionate about archaeology. Dad likes to birdwatch. Grandmom wants
to score a new table runner and iPad cover. The kids want to see crocodiles, go
whitewater rafting–oh, and swim with sharks. Sound like an impossible vacation to
plan? If you’re heading to Central America, it’s not as hard as you think. The region
is jam-packed with ancient history, diverse cultures, incredible wildlife, and endless
opportunities to dabble in adventure. Here, we’ve compiled a dozen activities in
Guatemala, Belize, and Honduras to help you create a travel itinerary that will please
the whole crew. There’s something here for everyone. We’ve even included sharks.

hn

Make a Splash

intro
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If you’re looking for

gt
bz

Located in the foothills of Belize’s
Maya Mountains, Actun Tunichil
Muknal (ATM) is a five-kilometerlong (three-mile) cave that was
once considered by the ancient
Maya to be an entrance to the
underworld. Just getting to ATM is
an adventure and entails a jungle
trek, river crossings, and a quick
dip in a deep pool. Once inside the
cave, you’ll walk, swim, and climb
through a dark expanse adorned
with stalactites, stalagmites, and
ancient Maya artifacts.

Camp Under a Maya
Temple

hn
gt
bz

Many people visit Guatemala’s
Maya ruins. Few can say they’ve
spent the night at one. Located in
the department of El Petén, not far
from Tikal, Uaxactún was one of
the longest-occupied cities of the
ancient Maya and can serve as the
site for your next camping trip. In
addition to comfortable camping
among the temples with tents,
beds, showers, toilets, sunset
drinks, and dinner by candlelight,
you’ll have the opportunity to learn
about the ruins and explore the
local community, which is home
to many chicleros (harvesters of
natural gum).
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If you’re looking for CULTURE…

Guatemala may not be the first place that comes to mind when you think bz
of Easter, but it should be. During Semana Santa—or Holy Week, the seven
days leading up to Easter—the colonial city of Antigua becomes a backdrop
for daily religious processions during which hundreds of people dressed
in robes carry heavy platforms depicting Jesus and Mary through the city.
Cobblestone streets are blanketed in elaborate “carpets” made of sawdust,
flowers, and pine needles. It’s an incredibly fascinating and well-organized
holiday, and many consider Semana Santa Antigua’s finest moment. (To learn
more, see Six Tips to Spending Easter in Antigua, p.82.)
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Learn About Rescued Jungle Animals

gt

bz
Just a 10-minute boat ride from the town of Flores in Guatemala’s department
of El Petén, ARCAS Wildlife Rescue Center saves illegally captured animals
before rehabilitating and returning them to the wild. One of the largest animal
rescue centers in the world, it receives between 300 and 600 animals each
year. In addition to finding out more about ARCAS’s work and the animals it
saves, you can explore the center’s interpretive trails and check out the
hn
critters that live permanently on-site. (To learn more, see Meet ARCAS:
Guatemala’s Animal Rescue Center, p.47.)

Try the Local Eats & Beats

bz

Befriend a Dolphin

Swim with Sharks

The southern district of Toledo is Belize’s cultural hub and home to a medley
of Maya and Garífuna communities with their own food, music, crafts, and
traditions. Visit towns like San Pedro Columbia, Santa Ana, and Barranco, and
you’ll have the opportunity to prepare corn tortillas from scratch, see how
traditional Maya instruments are made, listen to the Afro-Caribbean beats
of local Garífuna drummers, and learn how chocolate is made (cacao is an
important part of the Maya culture).

hn

Located on the Bay Island of Roatán, off Honduras’s Caribbean coast,
gt
Anthony’s Key Resort offers guests and non-guests alike the opportunity to
meet an Atlantic bottlenose dolphin. The experience begins with a brief bz
orientation, after which you’ll wade into the crystal-clear, waist-deep waters of
the Caribbean, where a trained naturalist will give you a personal introduction
to a resident dolphin. You’ll learn about the marine mammal’s unique
characteristics, anatomy, and behavior and have the opportunity to play with
your new acquaintance.

explore

gt

Situated on the jungle-covered banks of the New River lagoon, next to the
famous Lamanai archaeological site in Belize, Lamanai Outpost Lodge is
accessed by speedboat and offers myriad ways to experience the incredible
tropical forest around it. Begin your day in a canoe looking for manatees
and otters or end it on a comfortable pontoon boat searching for nocturnal
creatures like tree frogs, tarantulas, and scorpions. There are guided tours for
birders and trips to surrounding flood plains, where you can observe—and
even assist—naturalists as they collect data on Morelet’s crocodiles.

explore
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Study Crocodiles

There’s no better way to get the inside scoop on a new culture than
bz
to spend time with a local family. Plan a homestay in Totonicapán, a
pretty highland town in Guatemala, and you’ll experience life in this small
community firsthand. You’ll visit various artisan workshops to see how
traditional costumes, masks, and textiles are made before spending an
evening playing games, sharing a meal, and conversing with your host family.
hn
Accommodations may be simple but the chance to make new friends is
priceless.
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Spend Easter in Antigua

Plan a Sleepover

eat

San Juan La Laguna and Santiago Atitlán are two indigenous towns
bz
overlooking Lake Atitlán in Guatemala’s highland region. In San Juan you can
learn how traditional back-strap weaving methods and all-natural dyes, like
beets and carrots, are used to make some of Guatemala’s prettiest textiles
(think scarves, tablecloths, and even iPad and Kindle covers). While visiting
Santiago, you can hunt down the creepy-cool Maya folk saint, Maxímon,
who is represented by an effigy that lives in a member’s house of the local
religious brotherhood; shamans (spiritual leaders) often perform rituals
wherever Maxímon resides.
hn

hn
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Hunt for Scarves & Maya Saints
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If you’re looking for WILDLIFE…

gt

bz

Looking to get up close and personal with a stingray or shark? Hol Chan
Marine Reserve in Belize provides the opportunity for just that. Located near
the southern tip of Ambergris Caye, this 17-square-kilometer (6.5-square-mile)
reserve is home to the famous Shark Ray Alley, an area of sea grass that
provides natural habitat for nurse sharks and southern stingrays, alongside
of which snorkelers can swim. A narrow channel in the reserve cuts through
a shallow but rich coral reef that’s also home to incredible sea life, including
moray eels and black groupers.
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Looking for Nemo? Then head to Belize.
Home to countless lagoons, mangrove
swamps, and deltas, as well as the secondlargest barrier reef system in the world,
the country’s Caribbean coast is like a
Pixar movie come to life. You can find
everything from crocodiles, manatees,
and sea turtles to hundreds of bird, coral,
sponge, and fish species. There’s so much
to see, it can be hard to know where to
start. Here are five great suggestions,
along with tips on where to stay.

From March to June, Gladden Spit & Silk Cayes Marine Reserve, just
east of Placencia along the Belize Barrier Reef, is a hot spot for whale
sharks and the divers and snorkelers who come to swim with them.
Harmless to humans, these sharks are the largest fish in the world,
weighing up to 13.5 tonnes or 15 tons, and come to Gladden Spit to
fatten up on spawning fish. You can also find them—though in lesser
numbers—from August to October and in December and January.
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Hol Chan Marine Reserve

Turneffe Islands & Lighthouse Reef Atolls

Swallow Caye Wildlife Sanctuary

What you’ll see:
Southern stingrays and nurse sharks
Where to stay: Ambergris Caye

What you’ll see:
Dolphins, sea turtles, crocodiles, sponges, coral, and reef fish
Where to stay: Turneffe Islands Atoll

What you’ll see:
Manatees
Where to stay: Ambergris Caye

If you’re looking to meet a stingray or shark, visit Hol Chan Marine Reserve.
Occupying 17 square kilometers (6.5 square miles) off the southern tip of
Ambergris Caye, the reserve is home to the famous Shark Ray Alley, an area
of sea grass that provides habitat for southern stingrays and nurse sharks,
alongside of which snorkelers can swim. It also comprises a narrow channel
that cuts through a shallow but rich coral reef that’s home to incredible sea
life, including moray eels and black groupers.

Turneffe Islands and Lighthouse Reef atolls teem with life. Turneffe comprises
a ring of mangrove islands, sand flats, and shallow gardens that are home
to the American crocodile and serve as a natural nursery for tropical fish.
Around Turneffe’s spectacular coral formations, you’ll spy eagle rays, dolphins,
sea turtles, groupers, and reef sharks. Lighthouse Reef is best known for
its Blue Hole sink cave, though it’s the area around this famous spot that
really abounds with marine animals. Head to dive sites like Cathedral to see
incredible sponges or Aquarium to spot orange and yellow sea feathers,
striped parrotfish, and French angelfish.

Belize’s waters are home to a few hundred West Indian manatees, some of
which can be spotted at the Swallow Caye Wildlife Sanctuary. The turtle grass
that lines the ocean floor of this 3,642-hectare (9,000-acre) protected area is
a magnet for manatees, which consume up to 68 kilograms (150 pounds) of it
and other vegetation per day. Tours to Swallow Caye depart from Ambergris
Caye regularly to look for these gentle animals. If you find them, look but don’t
touch, as conservation laws prohibit swimming, diving, and snorkeling with
manatees.

intro

intro

Top Spots
for Coastal
Wildlife in
Belize

explore

What you’ll see: Whale sharks
Where to stay: Placencia

explore

Gladden Spit & Silk Cayes Marine Reserve

Half Moon Caye

What you’ll see:
Red-footed boobies, frigates, and other coastal birds
Where to stay: Turneffe Islands Atoll

This crescent-shaped, 18-hectare (45-acre) island was the first protected
area in Belize and is the only red-footed booby sanctuary in the Western
Hemisphere, outside of the Galápagos. Located at the southeast corner of
Lighthouse Reef, it is home to thousands of boobies, myriad frigates—both
birds appear in the symbol for the Belize Audubon Society—and nearly 100
other bird species, including ospreys, pelicans, and storks. A nature trail winds
along the southern side of the island (be careful not to step on scuttling hermit
crabs) and leads to an observation platform, where you’ll be eye to eye with
nesting birds and iguanas.
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Explore the Southern Maya Heartland

5-star luxury meets natural paradise
Ambergris Caye • Belize
US Reservations tel: +713-780-1233 or 800-447-1553 | Email: reservations@lasterrazasbelize.com

www.lasterrazasresort.com
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Toledo District, Belize
T: +501 732 4444 E: info@thelodgeatbigfalls.com

www.thelodgeatbigfalls.com
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Luxury and unspoiled beauty on a
pristine white-sand beach
Placencia Village • Stann Creek District • Belize
Tel: +501 523 3244 • Email: info@coppolaresorts.com

www.coppolaresorts.com/turtleinn

US/Canada: +1 800 422 3435
Belize: +501 226 2012
Email: reservations@tropicair.com

www.tropicair.com

Welcome to Robert’s Grove

A dramatic
hideaway in a
mountainous
wonderland
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Mountain Pine Ridge Reserve • Cayo District • Belize
Tel: +501 824 3878 • Email: info@coppolaresorts.com

Robert’s Grove Beach Resort | Placencia | Belize
US Toll Free: +1 800 565 9757 | Local: +501 523 3565 | Email: info@robertsgrove.com

www.coppolaresorts.com/blancaneaux

www. robertsgrove.com
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1. What makes Central America
a great family destination?

online to be very helpful. Learning from
others’ experiences is a great way to tailor
your trip. Browse web forums to get ideas
from other travelers who have already been
to a destination you’re considering. Also, be
sure to check out reviews on TripAdvisor to
make sure that hotels are family friendly and
well located.

It’s the kind of friendly, welcoming place
where local women stop you and your
family on the street to pinch the cheeks of
your baby. The culture here is very family
oriented, and you’ll find people go out of
their way to make you feel at home. The
region is also great for families because
of the variety of experiences that it offers.
You’ll find the usual activities like swimming,
snorkeling, hiking, and biking, as well as
plenty of fun, educational opportunities. Kids
will go back to school with tales about how
they inner-tubed through caves, climbed
ancient Maya temples that were “lost in
the jungle,” swam with dolphins, ordered
pancakes in Spanish, and learned how to
make chocolate.

8. What three items do you
always pack when you’re
traveling with family in Central
America?
A swimsuit, sandals, and sunscreen.

9. Do you have any tips for
getting everyone in the family
involved and excited about an
upcoming trip?

see
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Q&A with
a Viavent
										
ure Direct
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(and Dad)
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Viaventure
is headed by three codirectors, all of whom have kids and all of
whom are experts in family travel. They’ve traipsed through
jungles, along beaches, and over volcanoes with children,
diapers, and vital stuffed animals in tow and know the value and
challenges of family trips. To learn more about what it’s like to
travel through Central America accompanied by the whole clan,
we reached out to Viaventure co-director James Goller, whose
4-year-old daughter has a very well-stamped passport. Here’s
what he had to share:

explore

I think the biggest myth or misperception is
that you’re going to get robbed, kidnapped,
or fall victim to some kind of crime if you
visit. When polled, some people think there’s
as high as a 50 percent chance of being
mugged. The reality is far different. The fact
is that millions of tourists visit every year
and very few of them ever experience any
kind of incident. This isn’t to say there aren’t
risks. Like anywhere in the world, including
major cities in the United States and Europe,
Central America has areas that are safe
and areas that are best avoided. The most
important thing is to stay informed and to
use common sense when traveling. Do that
and—to steal a line from a recent tourism
campaign in South America—“the only risk
is that you won’t want to leave!”

explore

I find myself continually surprised by
how welcome my 4-year-old daughter is
everywhere we go. And not just with the
locals. Other travelers we meet are always
eager to get some playing time in with her,
too.

5. What is one of the biggest
myths that people have about
traveling in Central America?

Use the Internet to research the local
culture and to prepare kids for the types of
experiences they’ll have. Make some kind of
Central American meal at home with recipes
you find online to get kids excited about the
new and different foods they’ll encounter.
This way, they won’t be disappointed when
they realize food abroad doesn’t always
taste like food at home.

intro

3. Have you learned anything
surprising by traveling through
Central America with family?

explore

explore

El Paredón, on Guatemala’s Pacific Coast.
It’s a tiny fishing village, with just a couple
small hotels and miles of empty black-sand
beaches. I go there every free weekend
I have with my family to surf, play in the
pool, pick coconuts off the trees, build
sand castles, nap in hammocks, eat fresh
seafood, and disconnect from the world.

new things, and enjoy learning about new
cultures and cuisines that may be very
different from what’s at home. It’s probably
not the best place for families who want an
all-inclusive resort vacation.

intro

2. Where is your family go-to
spot in Central America?

6. What has traveling through
Central America with family
taught you?
Don’t try to pack in too much. Kids can get
really tired on full-day outings, and activities
like visiting Maya ruins, traipsing through
the jungle, and climbing temples are more
tiresome than you think. Try to book halfday tours whenever possible and stay at
properties with swimming pools, where you
can all relax and unwind.

4. Is there a “type” of family
that you think would most enjoy
Central America?
I think it’s best suited for families that
travel together easily, are open to trying

7. Aside from relying on a travel
company like Viaventure to
plan a trip, do you have any
suggestions on how families can
best create a Central America
travel itinerary?

10. Could you share a favorite
family travel moment from
one of your trips to Central
America?
Picking a coconut out of a tree, cracking it
open over a volcanic rock, and sharing the
fresh water with my 4-year-old daughter at
the beach.

While the best overall resource for travel
planning is definitely the Internet, I find tips
from friends, family, and even strangers
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Meet ARCAS:
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Guatemala’s Animal Rescue Center

Honduras

If you’re wild about wildlife, then a visit to the Guatemalan non-profit ARCAS is a
must. For more than 20 years, the organization has rescued animals that people
have captured and then rehabilitated and returned them to the wild. Today, it’s one
of the largest animal rescue centers in the world, receiving between 300 and 600
animals each year. The organization has two main locations, one in Guatemala’s
remote, northern department of El Petén, and another near the town of Monterrico,
on the Pacific coast. Both accept visitors and volunteers.
To get an inside look at ARCAS and what it’s up to today, we checked in with its
administrative director, Colum Muccio. Here’s what he had to share:

stay

stay

The
Park Less
Explored

explore

I’m really proud of the fact that I was able to
negotiate the purchase of a small farm on the
Pacific coast, near Monterrico, which we are
reforesting and setting up as a protected wildlife
reserve. With regards to a favorite moment,
though, it’s anytime we release an animal back
into the wild.

ARCAS’s mission has always been
to rescue and rehabilitate wildlife.
Are there any ways in which that
goal has grown or changed?

eat

eat

see

see
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Could you share one of your
favorite ARCAS moments?

Pico
Bonito

explore

I believe there is a better consciousness among
Guatemalans about the need to conserve
natural resources. People’s attitudes seem to be
changing. I think it is part the influence of tourism
and part the influence of Guatemalans who have
traveled abroad and then returned. People are
really starting to see how valuable the country’s
natural environment is.

explore

explore

What are some of the biggest
changes you’ve noticed over the
years with regards to Guatemala’s
environment?

We recently persuaded the Guatemalan
government to strengthen legislation regarding
the collection of turtle eggs along the Pacific
coast—a major accomplishment. Building off
the momentum of that, we plan to continue
improving sea turtle conservation efforts. One
way we’re hoping to do that is with two new sea
turtle hatcheries. Our current hatchery is close to
20 years old and too small for our needs. We’re
raising funds for two new ones.

intro

I was living in Japan and really wanted to return
to Central America to get more directly involved
in environmental work. I liked what ARCAS was
doing and decided to help out as a volunteer.
Later, I was dragged into the office, since I’m
bilingual and have fundraising experience.

Does ARCAS have any new
plans for the future?

intro

You’ve worked with ARCAS
since 1995. How did you first get
involved?

hn
gt Bonito National Park isn’t just remote—
Pico
it’s largely unexplored. Located in northern
bz
Honduras, near the Caribbean city of La Ceiba,
it’s one of country’s largest national parks.
Spanning approximately 100,000 hectares
(247,105 acres) and named for its 2,435-meterhigh (7,988-foot) mountain centerpiece, it
comprises rough, densely covered jungle
terrain, much of which is impossible to access.
So, why visit?

We’ve definitely become more involved in the
establishment and administration of protected
areas. If there’s no habitat left, what’s the point in
rescuing and rehabilitating wildlife? Environmental
education has and always will be very important
to us, too.

About ARCAS El Petén

About ARCAS Parque Hawaii

ARCAS’s 45-hectare (111-acre) wildlife rescue
center in El Petén lies on the banks of Lake
Petén Itza, just 10 minutes by boat from
the town of Flores. The center comprises a
quarantine area and a veterinary hospital, as
well as rehabilitation enclosures and flight cages
scattered through the jungle. Volunteers help
feed and care for young animals like parrots,
monkeys, and ocelots. Some volunteers also
assist with veterinary medical treatment, wildlife
surveys, and animal releases; approximately 70
percent of animals that come to the center are
returned to the wild. Travelers in El Petén with
limited time (say just a half-day) can learn more
about ARCAS’s work by visiting its Kinkajou
Kingdom Environmental Education Center. Here,
visitors can explore interpretive trails and check
out the animals that live permanently at the
center.

Just a short drive from the beach town of
Monterrico, ARCAS’s Pacific coast rescue
center, called Parque Hawaii, is dedicated to
protecting leatherback and olive ridley turtle
populations. The center covers three hectares
(seven acres) of protected beach and features
a sea turtle hatchery and hospital, educational
tanks, and iguana and caiman captive-breeding
pens. (The iguanas and caimans are released
into nearby mangroves.) Volunteers go on
nightly beach patrols to collect newly laid turtle
eggs, which are reburied at ARCAS’s hatchery,
and help release hatchlings to the sea. They
also collect data and monitor the health of
mangroves, assist with reforestation projects,
and participate in community programs. The
best times to visit are during egg-laying season
(July through December for olive ridleys and
November to January for leatherbacks) and
when hatchlings are released (approximately
two months after eggs are laid).

Because few other places are quite so wild.
Monkeys, armadillos, pumas, deer, jaguars,
and river otters live here, as do a variety of
endemic birds and plants. The park supports
a variety of habitats, including tropical
rainforests, cloud forests, and dry lowland
regions (the endangered emerald hummingbird
is found in the latter).
Although areas of the park are off-limits,
several trails and rivers allow visitors to get
a peek at some of what this remote area
hides. Follow the trail along the Coloradito
River at night to see tree frogs, various bat
species, and possums; set out on an early
morning excursion to spot toucans and the
lovely cotinga (a beautiful electric-blue bird);
or trek through rainforests and past crystalclear pools to the 76-meter-high (250-foot) El
Bejuco waterfall for vistas of the park and the
Caribbean coast. Visitors can also raft or kayak
the rapids of the Cangrejal, the park’s largest
river, which is lined with breathtaking scenery.
You might not be able to explore all of
Pico Bonito, but in a way, that only adds to
its appeal.
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A bird’s-eye view of Belize’s famous Blue Hole sea cave.
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WE INVITE YOU TO EXPERIENCE THE COMBINATION OF
LUXURY AND HOSPITALITY IN AN ELEGANT SETTING ONLY
IN LA ANTIGUA, GUATEMALA

A link to the past

Antigua • Guatemala
Tel: +502 7832 6068 • Reservaciones@hotelmesondemaria.com
Antigua • Guatemala
Tel: (502) 7962-0202 • Email: reservaciones@palaciodeleonor.com

www.hotelmesondemaria.com
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www.palaciodeleonor.com
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hn

Expert
Archaeology ($$)

hn

gt
Located in western Honduras,
Copán is one of the finest
bz
archaeological sites of the
ancient Maya world, and
there’s no better way to
experience it than with the man
who spent years unearthing
its secrets. David Sedat is the
former Copán field director for
the University of Pennsylvania’s
archaeology museum and
the preeminent expert on the
site; touring the ruins with
him ensures a fascinating,
in-depth, and expert overview
of this ancient cultural center.
Pick his brain as you roam
through temples, plazas,
and ball courts, and if your
curiosity persists, David can
also give a private presentation
about the site over dinner and
drinks. (To learn more, see
Copán: Through the Eyes of an
Archaeologist, p.98.)
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Blue Hole by Air
& Sea ($$$)
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The Blue Hole, one of
Belize’s crown jewels, is a
stalactite- and stalagmiteadorned sea cave that forms
a striking blue circle when
seen from above. Dropping
more than 122 meters (400
feet) underwater, it’s on many
adventurists’ must-dive lists.
Getting to the site by boat
isn’t easy, though; the trip
can take up to three hours
one way and waters can
often be turbulent. To avoid a
long boat transfer (and save
your stomach), consider a
private helicopter charter. By
flying, you’ll not only be able
to dive the Blue Hole (as well
as other well-known sites
like Half Moon Caye Wall and
the Aquarium), but you’ll also
get a bird’s-eye view of the
incredible sea cave and the
cayes and atolls near it.

3

Chicken Bus 101 ($)

Plenty of people travel to Honduras and follow a gt
well-trod trail: They visit the Copán ruins, the Bay bz
Islands, and occasionally the rainforest, too. To really
get to know the country, though, it’s helpful to visit
the places that many travelers pass up. Consider
Comayagua and Gracias if you’re interested in the
country’s colonial past. Visit La Campa for traditional
Lencan pottery, Santa Rosa de Copán to watch
hand-rolled Honduran cigars being made, or the
sleepy Caribbean coastal villages around Tela Bay
for a taste of Garífuna culture. These spots can be
woven into a larger itinerary and will give you a more
thorough look into Honduran life.

hn
gt
bz

Save Now, Splurge Later ($)

Not necessarily a bespoke experience per se, but a stay at the economic
Black Rock Lodge in Belize’s Cayo District is a stellar way for adventurous
travelers to save a bit of money for other, more lavish experiences—without
sacrificing a thing. Tucked away in the dense rainforests of the Maya
Mountains with incredible views of the Black Rock Canyon and Macal River,
the lodge has 13 comfortably appointed, thatch-roof cabins and offers many
on-site activities, including birding, canoeing, and horseback riding. It’s an
affordable but totally pleasant place to stay and allows you to direct more of
your Belizean dollars toward other splurges.

World-class Birding ($-$$)

gt

bz
Want to learn more about the ubiquitous Guatemalan chicken bus? Here’s
your chance. Niños de Guatemala (NDG) is a Guatemalan/Dutch nonprofit organization that was founded in 2006 to defeat poverty and support
sustainable development. A tour sponsored by NDG takes you to the small
town of San Miguel Escobar (just outside the colonial city of Antigua),
where you’ll visit NDG’s vocational school for kids, learn more about
Guatemala’s educational system, and stop by some of the businesses that
work with NDG. Destinations include a carpentry shop that makes coffins
and a chicken bus workshop where North American school buses are
transformed into colorful powerhouses able to fly up mountains as they
shuttle locals from one town to the next.

gt

If you’re interested in Guatemala’s bz
brightly hued, intricately designed
textiles, set time aside to explore
Guatemala City’s Ixchel Museum with
the on-premise curator. In addition
to learning about the indigenous
costumes of Guatemala’s highland
towns, you’ll get a behind-the-scenes
look at where items are stored and
readied for exhibits. This experience
is normally part of a city tour that
includes stops at the national palace,
cathedral, and central plaza.

7

Rent a Ruin ($$$)

hn
gt

bz
It’s safe to say that you’ll never forget toasting a wedding or
anniversary held in an ancient ruin. Guatemala’s colonial city of
Antigua and the more remote, northern department of El Petén
both offer centuries-old landmarks that double as event venues.
In Antigua, you have friars’ cloisters and the stately courtyards
and passageways of 18th-century convents at your disposal. At El
Petén’s archaeological site of Uaxactún, you’ll find a series of jungleshrouded temples around which elaborate dinners and celebrations
can be arranged.

explore

6
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Birders have long known that Central America is one of
the world’s best regions for tracking must-see species, butbz
knowing exactly where to go—and getting there—often
requires a bit of on-the-ground insight. Plan a bird-watching
tour around picturesque Lake Yojoa in western Honduras,
and a local birding expert will ensure you see many of the
more than 375 avian species that reside in the area. Keep
an eye out for blue-throated motmots and the resplendent
quetzal. Accommodations in this part of the country are
simple; stay at Panacam Lodge, which offers comfortable
wood cabins.
hn

Custom Ceremonies ($$)

gt
bz

hn

Day at the Museum ($$)

explore

($-$$$)

hn

intro

Although “bespoke” means
custom-made, it doesn’t
have to mean expensive. At
Viaventure, we consider a
bespoke experience one that’s
designed with your preferences,
schedule, and budget in mind—
an experience that helps you
get the most out of your trip.
Perhaps you delve a bit deeper
into the history of an ancient
Maya site with an archaeologist
at your side or get far off the
beaten path in Honduras.
The following is a roundup
of 10 bespoke experiences in
Guatemala, Honduras, and
Belize. While not all cheap,
they won’t all break the bank,
either. What they will do is
ensure your travels are a
little more unique and a little
more you–which is what
bespoke is all about.

explore

explore

Bespoke
Experiences
for Every
Budget

Honduras’s Other Side ($-$$)

intro

10

hn

Many of Guatemala’s ancient Maya sites have
altars where locals pray and perform ceremonies.
You can experience a traditional ritual firsthand
by heading to the ruins of Iximché, about an
hour’s drive from Antigua, or to the caves of
San Jorge La Laguna, just above Lake Atitlán.
Iximché served as the capital for the Kaqchiquel
Maya in the 15th century and features partially
excavated temples, plazas, and ball courts; in San
Jorge locals consider the caves to be sacred. A
shaman (spiritual leader) will meet you at either
site to conduct an authentic ceremony in the local
Mayan dialect. You’ll learn the significance of the
rituals performed and more about the beliefs of
the Maya people.

Why Fly ($$$)
If you think transferring in a charter plane from one
point to the next seems like a frivolous luxury, think
again. Flying instead of driving can make good sense
for many reasons. To start, a private charter allows you
to see more if you’re on a time-strapped schedule.
Honduras’s Copán ruins, for example, can be visited
from Guatemala City in just a day with a quick flight
(driving one way takes about five hours). Flying is
also a good alternative for people who suffer from
motion sickness. Certain routes in Central America,
such as the drive from Antigua to Chichicastenango
in Guatemala, are notoriously windy and not always
kind to sensitive stomachs; flying can get you where
you want to be in tip-top form. A private charter can
also help you access otherwise off-limit destinations.
Take the archaeological site El Mirador, in the remote
department of Guatemala’s El Petén. It’s reached only
by air…or a sweaty, five-day jungle trek.
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Turneffe Flats • Outer Islands • Belize
Toll free: +1 888 512 8812 • In Belize: +501 232 9022 • Email: reservations@tflats.com

www.tflats.com

ESCAPE, RELAX & SPOIL YOURSELF
IN GUATEMALA’S TOP DESTINATIONS

Ni'TuN,

ThE Trip is ThE

dEsTiNaTioN

www.caminorealantigua.com.gt
Camino Real Antigua • Antigua • Guatemala
Reservations: +502 2410 5288 • Email: reservaciones@caminoreal.com.gt
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Ni’tun Private Reserve | San Andrés (near Tikal) | Guatemala
Tel: +502 5201 0759 | Email: stay@nitun.com

www.nitun.com
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3 Multisport Adventures

see

Where are you returning from now?

eat

I was on a three-day solo mountain biking and hiking trip that took me totally off-the-beaten track in
Belize’s Mountain Pine Ridge area. The wildlife in Belize makes excursions there so interesting and
really adds adrenaline to the rides.

eat

stay

Why are Guatemala, Belize, and Honduras such great destinations for
multisport activities?

stay
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We recently caught up with Beat
between scouting trips (as the
mastermind behind our multisport
tours, he’s constantly on the hunt
for new adventures and outdoor
experiences), pinning him down just
long enough for a quick Q&A on
active thrills in Guatemala, Belize,
and Honduras. Read on and enjoy
the ride.

explore

explore

intro

intro

Notes from
an Explorer
Viaventure co-director and resident
adventurer Beat Brunschwiler has
an endless collection of Central
American travel tales to share,
particularly of the action-packed
variety. An electro-technician turned
outdoor guide, whitewater rafting
expert, and avid mountain biker
(and by avid, we mean obsessive),
Beat left his native Switzerland for
Central America to learn Spanish
and bike across the region, with one
trip in particular spanning from
Costa Rica to Guatemala. Nearly
twenty years later, he still calls
Central America home. “The climate,
people, terrain, and, of course, now
my family have kept me here,” he
says. “Plus, every new outing brings
the possibility of new adventures,
and I’m sure there are plenty of
surprises still out there!”
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Located in the Guatemalan highlands, Alaska is a windswept, rocky
area of tall grasses, agricultural fields, and tiny indigenous communities.
Gear up here for a bike ride or hike along the same footpaths that have
been used by generations of Maya. Pass grazing sheep, pine forests,
squat adobe homes, and sacred Maya sites while enjoying incredible
volcano views.

explore

explore

Alaska: On Wheels or On Foot
(Highland Region, Guatemala)

The opportunities for outdoor adventures in all three countries are so abundant and offer a very good
way for travelers to get an up-close look at the local culture, people, and natural beauty of a region. In
Honduras, you’ve got some of Central America’s best whitewater rafting. Guatemala has great hiking
and biking just outside tourist hubs like Antigua, Lake Atitlán, and Quetzaltenango. Or you can choose
to go really remote and head to northern Quiché and the Cuchumatanes mountain range in western
Guatemala; this area is beautiful and mostly tourist-free. And while everyone knows that Belize has
some of the world’s best scuba diving and snorkeling, the jungle treks, caves, and canoeing on offer
really impress, too.

Whitewater Thrills
(Pico Bonito National Park, Honduras)
Northern Honduras’s Pico Bonito National Park is home to the
picturesque Río Cangrejal, a jungle-lined waterway that boasts excellent
whitewater rafting and kayaking. For more information, see Make a
Splash, p.35.

What multisport activities would you recommend to people who love a
challenge?
Mountain biking is world class in Guatemala. It’s both technically and physically demanding. Volcano
climbing (there are lots of volcanoes in Guatemala) also offers a real challenge with great rewards.
Summiting Victoria Peak, Belize’s highest mountain, is quite an adventure—it usually takes three days!

What are some fun adventure activities for families?
In Belize, I’d try caving, cave tubing, and snorkeling. Honduras has whitewater rafting for novices and
up. Kayaking or mountain biking around Guatemala’s Lake Atitlán are good options; so is climbing one
of the country’s smaller volcanoes.

Of all your many outdoor adventures, which has been your most
memorable?
One day, I had been riding by myself through western Belize for hours without seeing another person or
animal, when out of the blue, I was face to face with a midsize jaguar. I followed it for a bit by bike, but
it was much faster than me. My craziest outdoor experience involved trying to avoid flying lava rocks
on top of Guatemala’s Fuego volcano as I ran to safety. No, we don’t offer this as a tour.

Wilderness by Bike or Canoe
(Cayo District, Belize)
The Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve in Belize’s Cayo District
comprises pine-covered hills, streams, and forests. Enjoy stellar bike
trails offering long views and chance encounters with grey foxes, deer,
and snakes. For an up-close look at Cayo’s jungles, set out on a canoe
adventure along the Macal River, home to myriad species of tropical birds
and giant green iguanas.
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Of course, Honduras is a developing nation, but
the tourism infrastructure is surprisingly good,
and I was pleasantly surprised by how nice the
hotels are in more remote areas. There were quite
a few great boutique accommodations, particularly
around the colonial mountain town of Gracias in
western Honduras; I really liked Posada de Don
Juan Hotel in particular.
That said, Hacienda San Lucas, overlooking the
Copán valley and ruins, will always be my favorite
place to stay. Going there is like going home.
Flavia Cueva, who I consider my second mother,
is the owner and painstakingly restored the place
a few years ago, turning it into an incredible ecolodge. Casey loved running around and exploring
the gardens. Bonnie, who is really into meeting
new characters, enjoyed the dinner we had there
one night with David Sedat, a renowned local
archaeologist. In the evenings, we sipped chilled

stay

I love the Copán area around Hacienda San Lucas,
too. In addition to the ruins (a UNESCO World
Heritage site), you’ll find the Macaw Mountain Bird
Park (a reserve for rescued birds), coffee farms,
and great local villages to visit. It’s really authentic.
We toured Finca El Cisne (a coffee and cardamom
farm with cattle ranching) on horseback along with
Carlos, one of the finca owners. Afterwards, we
went to the finca’s hacienda and ate an incredible
lunch that Carlos’s mom prepared.
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It seems like every spot in Honduras offers a
ton of things to do. There really is something
for everyone. At Pico Bonito Lodge (located at
the foot of Pico Bonito National Park), you can
go whitewater rafting, horseback riding, and
hiking. The wildlife is great! We’ll never forget
the extraordinary sound of frogs and the thrill of
watching Casey hold a live snake there. The coast
is nearby, too, so scuba diving and snorkeling trips
are easy to arrange. Plus, the staff at Pico Bonito
is really great with kids; they showered Casey with
attention—which she loved, of course.
Even on the Bay Island of Roatán, it’d be hard
to get bored. You can zip-line, look for iguanas,
snorkel, fish, scuba dive, or just read a book on the
beach. At Barefoot Cay, we had a private stretch
of sand to play on steps from our door. One of
our most surprising Roatán discoveries was the
dolphin encounter experience at Anthony’s Key. To
be honest, I was expecting a real tourist trap and
only went for my daughter, but it’s really well done.
You’re with a guide, groups are small, and they
don’t rush you through. You get a lot of playtime
with the dolphins. It doesn’t feel touristy or cheesy.
We all loved it.

explore
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“Honduras
might not be the first country you
think of when you’re planning a family holiday,
but our recent two-week trip there proved that it
can be a really great place for the whole clan. We
traveled to Honduras partly because we always
go somewhere fun in January and partly because
of my job. I love to meet new people, visit new
places, and stay ahead of the curve.

see

white
wine and watched the sunset
over the valley and the top of the Copán temples.

What I discovered was that Honduras is an
incredibly easy place to travel with family. It’s one
of the most economical destinations in Central
America, and you really only need eight to 12 days
to see the main sights. It’s also incredibly diverse.
You’ll find colonial towns, beautiful scenery,
ancient Maya ruins, incredible wildlife, and some
gorgeous Caribbean islands. There aren’t many
places where you can experience so much and at
such a great price.
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In terms of food, it really seemed like hotels go out of their
way to please; they try to take a weight off parents. There
were plenty of kids’ menus, and so long as you ask, most
places will do their best to accommodate special requests.
Hacienda San Lucas has a five-course set menu for dinner,
which kids can dip in and out of and parents will love; it’s
really fresh, authentic food. One of our most fun meals was
totally unplanned. We had tilapia and fried plantains in this
tiny comedor (local eatery) called La Bendición just outside
of La Chompa village near Gracias, and we only found it
because our guide asked around. Indeed, talking to locals
seems to be a good rule of thumb in Honduras; it’s such a
great way to find off-the-beaten-path jewels.
Traveling with Casey through Honduras really showed
me that you don’t have to provide lavish, expensive, and
specifically designed ‘kid’ activities on a family trip. Children
are so great at making friends and creating their own fun.
Sometimes, just hanging out with great people in a beautiful
place like Honduras is enough.”
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ROATÁN’S PREMIERE DIVE & VILLA RESORT

Tel: +504-9991-0811

n

ROATÁN n HONDURAS
U.S. Tel: +855-676-2826 n Email: rentalinfo@palmettobayplantation.com

www.palmettobayplantation.com

La Ceiba • Honduras
TeL: 1-888-428-0221 or +504-2440-0388 • emaiL: reservaTion@piCoboniTo.Com

www.picobonito.com
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LOOKING

FOR A WILD ADVENTURE?

Day 4:

stay

stay

Day 2:

Day 7:

Day 10:

Day 1:
Arrive at the Belize City airport
and transfer to the Cayo District.
Nestled in the western part
of the country, Cayo is home
to rainforests, pinelands, vast
cave systems, and many of the
country’s renowned ancient Maya
ruins.

explore

Day 8-9:

eat

eat

Day 5-6:
Day 3:
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We’ve got the answer. Grab your boots, binoculars,
and bug repellent, make sure your camera battery’s
charged, and get ready to explore some of Belize’s
wildest, most remote terrain.

Visit the Maya ruins of
Caracol. Enshrouded by thick
jungle, Caracol is the largest
archaeological site in Belize and
reached its peak around 650
A.D., when it was a bustling city
of temples, plazas, markets, and
residential areas. Thousands of
structures have been discovered,
including a lofty 43-meter-high
(140-foot) pyramid called Caana.
After touring the site and feasting
on a picnic lunch, you’ll travel to
the nearby Rio Frio cave and Rio
On pools and waterfalls.

Explore Actun Tunichil Muknal
(ATM), a three-mile-long (fivekilometer) cave that the ancient
Maya believed was an entrance
to the underworld. Just getting to
ATM is an adventure and entails
a jungle trek, river crossings,
and a quick dip in a deep pool.
Once inside the cave, you’ll walk,
swim, and climb through a dark
expanse adorned with stalactites,
stalagmites, and ancient Maya
artifacts.

Travel to Lamanai Outpost
Lodge in Belize’s northern district
of Orange Walk. Accessed by
boat, the lodge sits on the
jungle-lined New River lagoon,
next to the famous Lamanai
archaeological site.

Enjoy the teeming wildlife and
archaeological tours offered by
Lamanai Outpost Lodge. Set
out in a canoe at sunrise to spot
manatees and otters or join a
night excursion on a safari boat to
look for Morelet’s crocodiles, tree
frogs, tarantulas, and jaguars. You
can also check off the birds on
your must-see list and explore the
impressive Lamanai ruins—keep
your eye out for howler monkeys in
the canopy overhead.

Travel to Punta Gorda in the
southern district of Toledo, which
is one of Belize’s top eco-tourism
destinations.

Take advantage of Toledo’s many
attractions. Make corn tortillas
from scratch with Maya locals
or check out a cacao plantation
to learn how chocolate is made.
There are cave systems, rivers, and
waterfalls to explore, plus plenty of
bird-watching opportunities. You
can also tour Maya ruins, including
those at Lubaantun, the purported
home of the crystal skull.

Fly to the Belize City airport in time
for your flight.
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Colonial-era buildings and a dramatic volcano backdrop in Antigua, Guatemala.
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The first luxury hotel at Lake Atitlán…

Now introducing a luxury Antigua villa

Casa Palopó, Santa Catarina Palopó, Guatemala
Tel: +502 7762 2270 | Email: reservations@casapalapo.com

www.casapalopo.com
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Casa Palopó, Santa Catarina Palopó, Guatemala
Tel: (502) 7762.2270 | Email: recepcion@casapalopo.com
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A Taste of
Honduran Farm Life

Indeed, lunch at the farm
may well be one of the tour’s
highlights. Made by Carlos’s
mom, Doña Esther, the meal
incorporates El Cisne-grown
ingredients prepared on a
wood-burning stove. The
food is traditional, but visitors
shouldn’t just expect rice and
beans. Dishes include salads
made with fresh watercress,
cilantro, radishes, and cheese;
filling beef soups; and fried taro
root pancakes called tortitas
de malanga. Fresh passion
fruit, mandarin, or tamarind
juice is served. For dessert,
expect bananas topped with
cream, home-grown cardamom,
and cinnamon—or chocolate.
“Recently, we’ve started growing
cacao, and we make a delicious
chocolate sauce,” says Carlos.
After lunch and more exploring,
a soak in the nearby thermal
springs is a perfect way to top off
a delicious day.
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stay

stay

eat

eat

Dine Here:

Belize’s Rojo Beach Bar
Not every great hotel can boast a great restaurant, but at Casa Azul on
Ambergris Caye, guests swoon over the food as much as they do over
the accommodations. (There are two gorgeous villas.) Just a 20-minute
boat ride north of San Pedro town, Casa Azul’s Rojo Beach Bar is open to
all and uses the bounties of the sea as inspiration for its fresh, local, and
seasonal fare. Jeff Spiegel, the chef and co-owner of the hotel, specializes
in making seriously good eats in a seriously relaxed environment. Dining is
beachside, sharing is encouraged, and cocktails are almost always sipped in
hammocks. For tips on what to order and to learn more about the beach bar,
we checked in with Jeff. Here’s what he had to share:
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says Carlos. “There might be
grapefruit, coconuts, or tamarind.
People also get to see where the
milk and cheese used for their
lunch comes from.”

see

Daylong tours provide visitors
an opportunity to learn about
Honduran farm life and try
a variety of tropical eats. A
horseback ride—led by Carlos
Castejón, one of the owners—
takes guests along cool mountain
trails and past agricultural fields
and provides insight into cattle
ranching and how shade-grown
coffee is produced. “We always
taste whatever is in season,”

see

explore

explore

intro

intro

Finca El Cisne is a centuryold farm in the coffee-growing
highlands of western Honduras,
about a 45-minute drive from
the famous Copán Maya ruins.
It’s a family-run operation that
has been passed down from
one generation to the next and
comprises vast stretches of
land where coffee and staple
crops like corn and beans
are cultivated, as well as
tropical edibles like avocados,
plantains, oranges, star fruit, and
pineapple. There are pastures
for cattle, which supply the farm
with meat and dairy, and horses
used for breeding. Environmental
conservation has always been
a priority at the farm, and El
Cisne protects a large chunk
of forest (home to toucans and
armadillos).

Where are you from and how did you learn to cook?

What Rojo eats do you recommend?

I came to Belize from San Francisco, where I ran a punk rock record label.
I learned to cook by trial and error and have been the chef at Rojo Beach
Bar ever since my partner, Vivian, and I opened Casa Azul in 2005.

Before you order, ask about the daily specials. During lobster season, try our
grilled lobster poppers or white pizza with lobster and house-cured bacon.
During conch season, get the conch sausage pizza; it’s an island original
and favorite.

Where do you source your ingredients?
We buy local food as much as possible and work with fishermen from
around here, many of whom bring their catch straight to our dock. We
grow lots of ingredients on our three-acre farm, too.

What’s the signature drink?
Unofficially, the ginger caipirinha—though anything our bartenders Fin and
Dan make is great.

What’s your favorite local ingredient?

What three ingredients are always in Rojo’s pantry?

Nothing beats picking greens 20 minutes before they’re served or
cooking a fish that you caught earlier in the day. It’s truly rewarding to be
responsible for all of the components of a dish, from sourcing to serving.

Hot sauce, hot sauce, and hot sauce.
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What’s your guilty food pleasure?
A well-executed ham and cheese sandwich.
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A shaman (spiritual leader) performs a traditional ceremony
at the feet of Guatemala’s Maya folk saint, Maximón.
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Explore Street Eats

Cook with a Local

On this tour, a local guide will take you to Antigua’s street
food hot spots to try some of Guatemala’s most traditional
fare. These are the places where long lines of locals are a
fixture—and for good reason: The food served is delicious
and well-prepared. Items you might sample include
chuchitos (the Guatemalan take on a tamale), pupusas
(cheese-filled corn tortillas), rellenitos (plantain cakes filled
with sweet beans), and even pigs’ feet. You’ll learn about
the cultural and historic significance of the eats on offer
and (if open) visit Antigua’s busy market to explore the
vibrant array of ingredients used in Guatemalan cuisine.

Want to learn how to make the best Guatemalan food?
Spend an evening cooking dinner with chef Hector
Castro, whose eponymous Antigua restaurant is one of
the city’s best. As you chop, dice, and peel ingredients
for your four-course meal—which may include anything
from shrimp ceviche to pollo en jocón (chicken in a
tomatillo-cilantro sauce)—you’ll learn about Guatemala’s
food culture and discover some of the secrets to its
cuisine. Local meat and seafood, plus a variety of native
herbs, spices, chiles, and vegetables, are used to create
traditional Guatemalan dishes with a gourmet twist.

Pick-Your-Own Coffee

DIY Chocolate

As Green As It Gets (AGAIG) is a non-profit organization
based just outside of Antigua that works with independent
coffee producers and promotes environmentally
responsible agriculture. On this tour, an AGAIG guide will
take you to meet some of the organization’s members and
to tour the local coffee fields. You’ll have the opportunity
to work alongside a farmer as you learn how coffee is
picked, processed, and roasted, before sampling a freshly
brewed cup yourself. You’ll also eat a traditional lunch in
the home of a local family and get a bag of coffee to take
with you; full city and dark are the most popular picks.

Cacao has been used by the Maya for ages, and this
workshop will teach you about its history, how it’s grown,
and what has led to its mass production today. You’ll
also get an overview of the chocolate-making process
and have a chance to turn cacao beans into everything
from cacao tea to Maya hot chocolate to traditional
chocolate bars (the latter of which can be customized with
add-ins like almonds, coffee beans, ginger, and sea salt).
Everything made is tasted along the way, and you’ll leave
with chocolate in hand.

eat

A 6-day Food Fest:
Restaurant Review:
This epicurean adventure
La Fonda de la Calle Real
explores the best of
Antigua’s culinary highlights.
Day 1:
Arrive at the Guatemala City airport and transfer to the cobblestoned city of
Antigua.

Day 2:
Get to know Antigua on your own before taking an afternoon tour of the local
street food hot spots (see Explore Street Eats at left).

Day 3:
Visit San Juan Comalapa, a highland town known for its traditional folk art
and bustling, colorful market.

Day 4:
Discover the importance of chocolate in ancient Maya culture (see DIY
Chocolate at left). In the evening, take a hands-on cooking
class to learn how traditional Guatemalan fare is made (see Cook with a
Local at left).

Day 5:
Become an expert on Guatemalan coffee with the non-profit As Green As It
Gets (see Pick-Your-Own Coffee at left).

Day 6:

Travel to the Guatemala City airport in time for your flight.
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Four tasty tours: These experiences will give
you insight into Guatemalan culture and
ensure you leave Antigua very well fed.

stay

eat

eat

Some people travel for palm trees
and beaches, others for architecture,
museums, or mountains. And still others
travel for food and the chance to learn
about new cultures one delicious bite at
a time. Food is an excellent lens through
which to view a country—especially one
like Guatemala, where it’s such a rich
part of everyday life. The city of Antigua
is considered Guatemala’s colonial and
culinary capital, and it’s here that you’ll
find a diverse food landscape with smart
restaurants, traditional eats, coffee,
chocolate, and so much more. Below
are suggestions on how to savor it all.

intro

Edible
Antigua

If you’re looking for authentic Guatemalan fare, La Fonda de la Calle Real
in Antigua is the place to eat. Here, your taste buds will tour the country as
you try typical dishes from Guatemalan regions like Tecpán, Cobán, and San
Marcos. Try pepián de pollo (chicken served in a sauce of roasted tomatoes,
chiles, spices, and pumpkin and sesame seeds), chiles rellenos (stuffed
peppers), suban-iq (chicken, pork, or beef cooked slowly in banana leaves),
revolcado de marrano (thick pork stew), chicken or pork tamales, carne
adobada (beef with tangy adobo sauce), or kac-iq (herbed turkey stew).
“My favorite dish is el comal de los recados,” says Ana Beteta, the operations
manager at La Fonda de la Calle Real. “It’s a sample of pepián, kac-iq, and
revolcado accompanied by rice and a tamale.”
For dessert, consider torrejas (sweet breads filled with homemade pudding),
platanitos fritos (fried plantains served with cream or honey), and rellenitos
(plantain cakes stuffed with sweet beans).
The restaurant’s chefs hail from the Antigua area, and for many, cooking at La
Fonda de la Calle Real is an extension of cooking at home. “Making typical
food is a Guatemalan tradition,” says Ana. “Much of the food we serve here
is the food we grew up eating.” All of the restaurant’s fruits, vegetables, and
herbs are bought fresh from the Antigua market; meat is special-ordered from
the country’s best producers.
La Fonda de la Calle Real has been serving classic Guatemalan food with
a side of antigüeña hospitality since 1975 and currently has three Antigua
locations, all of which are located just minutes from each other. It’s the
original location that’s easiest to find, though: Just follow your nose. Located
on Calle del Arco (the city’s most photographed street), it has a grill set up at
its entrance. Ana says, “The delicious smells that waft onto the street never
fail to bring people in.”
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THEY’RE
MADE

>

1

During a process called nixtamalization,
maize is boiled with cal (calcium
hydroxide), making it easier to grind and
more nutritious and flavorful.
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CENTRAL
AMERICAN
STYLE

2

The maize is taken to a mill to be ground;
once ground, it’s called masa.

explore

3

Bits of masa are shaped into small, flat
discs by slapping the dough between
one’s hands.

4

These discs are placed on a comal (a
griddle made of metal or clay) and cooked
until lightly toasted.
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eat
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Corn tortillas have a delicate, toasted flavor
and are best served steaming hot, when they’re
tender and pliable. The number of tortillas a
person eats with a meal varies greatly; some
folks stick to one or two while others can eat
eight or more. Below is an overview of how
they’re prepared. If you’re Central Americabound and keen on making them yourself, let us
know. Viaventure offers a handful of tours that
will help you become a tortilla-making master.
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Corn
Tortillas:

Tortillas are a fundamental part of
Mesoamerican cuisine and a staple
accompaniment to many Central American
foods. In areas with vibrant Maya populations,
such Guatemala, Honduras, and parts of Belize,
tortillas are made from maize (corn), which
itself plays an integral role in Maya lore.
(According to the sacred text of the Maya
called the Popol Vuh, the gods used maize
to create man.)

5

Once perfectly cooked and steaming
hot, tortillas are piled into a basket
to keep warm.
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Peace & Tranquility

A step

back in time
s

Visit us at:

www.casasantodomingo.com.gt
Hotel Casa Santo Domingo | Antigua | Guatemala
Tel: +502 7820 1220 | Email: reservas@casasantodomingo.com.gt

The GuesT exClusive ResoRT of PlaCenCia, Belize
Chabil Mar • Placencia • Belize
Tel: +501 523 3606 • US/CAN Toll Free: +1 866 417 2377 • Email: reservations@chabilmarvillas.com

www.chabilmar.com
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A sunset over Belize’s Lamanai archaeological site.
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El Convento, Antigua, Guatemala
Reservations: +502 7720 7272 Email: reservaciones elconventoantigua.com
@

www.elconventoantigua.com
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A colonial-chic hotel in the heart of Antigua
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Few places in the world celebrate
Easter quite like Guatemala’s colonial
city of Antigua. Over the course of the
holiday, this cobblestoned town of
pastel-hued houses and crumbling ruins
becomes a backdrop for incense-infused
religious processions, elaborate holy vigils,
and exquisite street carpets made of
sawdust, pine needles, and flowers. There
are thousands of visitors, men in costume,
women in black, and events that start as
early as 4 a.m. It’s a bit of a brouhaha, but
one you won’t want to miss.
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To help you make sense of the fanfare, we
checked in with Viaventure’s Antigua-based
guide Jane Henwood de Garcia for
suggestions on when to go, what to see,
and where to be. What follows is an
overview of the holiday, plus some
handy tips on how to have a great time.
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1
Come anytime during Lent.
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Of course, all locals have a favorite
moment, and Jane is no different.
“I love the San Felipe procession—
the largest march of them all—on
Good Friday at dusk. I recommend
heading to the northern end of 7a.
Avenida Norte, near San Sebastián
Park. The procession arrives just as
the sun is setting. It’s a long, narrow
stretch of road, and you can hear
the band and see tons of people
slowly approaching from afar. When
the procession arrives, the smell of
incense envelops you. It’s great.”

see

“Where you choose to view a
procession is very personal,” says
Jane. “I like to see them as they
come out of the church. Some
people like to see them at day,

others at night. For photo ops, I’ve
had guests who prefer to position
themselves right in front of Antigua’s
cathedral. The park is a good place
to be, since all the processions pass
by there at some point. Pick a spot,
but remember: If you don’t see a
procession where you planned, find it
elsewhere. They go on for hours.”
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Each Sunday during Lent and
throughout Semana Santa, churches
sponsor religious processions. These
marches depart from a church,
follow a systematic route through
Antigua, and return to the same
church several hours later. (The
municipality of Antigua distributes
procession schedules and route
maps in advance.) Processions
include incense carriers, funeral
bands, and robed participants, but
the andas—large wooden depictions
of Jesus and Mary that are carried on
the shoulders of cucuruchos (men)
and cargadoras (women)—are the
main attraction. Andas can weigh
thousands of pounds and require a
legion of carriers.

intro

Holy vigils (or velaciones) take place
throughout the season of Lent in
churches in and around Antigua.
Elaborate biblical scenes are created
in front of a church’s main altar. At
the foot of the scene, a colorful
sawdust carpet is laid out, around
which offerings like flowers, fruits,
vegetables, and candles are placed.
Somewhat more “modern” vigils
also employ soundtracks and light
displays. Holy vigils usually last from
morning to night. “Many people like to
come at night,” says Jane. “Outside,
food vendors set up on the street, and it
becomes a bit of a social scene. Personally,
though, I like to see the vigils in the morning.
There’s less jostling, and it’s easier to take
photos because you can get right up front.”
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Visit the holy vigils in the
morning or at night.

See the religious processions
in several spots.

intro

The monthlong Easter season—known as Lent—
begins on Ash Wednesday and continues until
Easter Sunday. The busiest, most event-filled part
of the season is Semana Santa, or Holy Week,
which starts one week before Easter. Although
most visitors travel to Antigua for Semana Santa,
it’s not the only time to experience the Easter
celebrations. Throughout the Lenten season,
nearby towns such as Santa Catarina and
Santa Inés host smaller holy vigils and religious
processions that are just as intense and incensefilled as the ones during Semana Santa. “A lot
of people prefer to experience Lent this way,”
says Jane. “Crowds are smaller, plus hotels are
cheaper and usually don’t require a minimum
stay.”
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One of the highlights of the Lenten season, alfombras are
colorful carpets made of sawdust, pine needles, and flowers that
decorate the streets before a religious procession passes. (For
more on alfombras, see Alfombras: Semana Santa’s Short-Lived
Street Art, p.92.) One of the best times to see them—because
there are so many—is the Thursday night before La Merced
church’s 4 a.m. Good Friday procession. “The alfombra-makers
start setting up around 9 p.m. on Thursday,” says Jane. “Around
midnight, the carpets really begin to take shape. Head out then
to see them—there are plenty of people on the streets—and then
go straight to La Merced to catch the start of the march. After
that, sleep in. You won’t be missing much, since the next Friday
procession doesn’t start until 3 p.m.”

On Easter Sunday, she also
recommends checking out the
Obras Sociales del Santo Hermano
Pedro procession, sponsored by a
hospital and church in Antigua. “The
group is solemn coming out of the
church, but then the music changes,
and it turns into a party. People
throw confetti from the church’s
bell tower. There’s no special dress,
and you don’t need to pre-register
to help carry an anda, which means
that anyone can join in. It’s a lot of
fun.”
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Check out the alfombras
the night before Good
Friday.

Semana Santa certainly isn’t short
on somber events. For a bit of levity,
Jane recommends heading to La
Merced church on Wednesday to
check out the children’s procession.
“It starts at 2 p.m., but get there
around 1:30 and grab a pew inside
the church,” she says. “Watch
the parents take photos and fuss
over their kids as they get them
into their costumes. The whole
thing is a bit more light-hearted
than other events, and visitors are
always welcome. I love when the
procession gets ready to leave the
church and the brass band begins to
play. It gives me goosebumps.”

intro
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Take a break from the
solemn sights.

Be prepared.
Wear comfortable shoes, sun block, and a hat; the sun this time of year is
strong, and there’s a good chance you’ll be on the street for hours. Be ready
for rain, too. Take only the money you need when you go out, and leave your
passport, credit cards, and any other valuables in the hotel safe. Bring water.
“And remember,” adds Jane, “Semana Santa is a serious religious event. Try
not to cross the street in front of a procession. Avoid getting too close to the
carpets. Be considerate.”
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Belize is home to Mennonite communities where old-fashioned
dress and horse-pulled buggies are used.
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FOR LOVE
OF THE WILD
A luxury vacation in the
sanctuary of nature

Intimate luxury in the
middle of a 7,000-acre
private reserve

Adventure by dAy
Luxury by night

Hidden Valley Inn, Mountain Pine Ridge, Cayo District, Belize
Tel: +501 822 3320 • Toll Free: +1 866 443 3364 • E-mail: reservations@hiddenvalleyinn.com

Ka’ana, Cayo District, Belize
US: +1 305 735 2553 Belize: +501 824 3350 E-mail: info@kaanabelize.com

www.kaanabelize.com

www.hiddenvalleyinn.com
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It’s Easter. Eat Up.
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Comida típica (traditional food) plays a big part in Antigua’s Semana
Santa celebrations. Over the course of the holiday, you’ll see señoras
doling out sweet and savory items from giant wicker baskets, smoky
sidewalk grills piled with juicy meats, and vendors touting a variety of
Willy Wonka-like treats. Below are some of the most common eats on
offer:

Your Semana Santa Abode:

• Tostadas. Toasted corn tortillas spread with guacamole or black
beans and topped with tomato sauce, cheese, and parsley.

Hotel Palacio de Doña Leonor

• Enchiladas. Toasted corn tortillas topped with a minced meat-andvegetable mixture, lettuce, pickled beets, tomato sauce, cheese,
and slices of onion and hard-boiled egg.

Semana Santa (or Holy Week, the seven days leading up to Easter)
is Antigua’s most celebrated religious event. Over the course of the
holiday and throughout the season of Lent, locals and visitors flood
the city’s streets for religious processions, holy vigils, and other Easter
events that take place at all hours of the day. There’s a lot going on,
and it helps to stay somewhere central—so long as you can also
get a quiet night’s sleep. Fortunately, Hotel Palacio de Doña Leonor
offers the best of both worlds: a great location and a respite from the
hullabaloo.
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Creating an alfombra is an elaborate process that begins days—if not
weeks—in advance. Sawdust is sifted so that it’s very fine before it’s
dyed. A design, which can range from religious to ornate to cheeky,
is chosen and a template is made. Several hours before a procession
passes, a layer of sawdust or sand is spread on the street to create a
level canvas on which the carpet-makers can work. A fine mist of water is
sprayed over top, as well as during the carpet-making process, to ensure
no sudden gust of wind blows it away. (Wind, rain, and the roaming street
dog are a carpet’s biggest threats.) Family and friends gather to work
on hands and knees, often painstakingly applying a bit of sawdust one
spoonful at a time to create their colorful designs.
Many carpets are made of sawdust, though pine needles, wood
shavings, bottle caps, and even tea bags are used, as well. Fruits,
vegetables, and flowers, like carnations, bougainvillea, chrysanthemums,
and roses, are often added as finishing touches. The best carpets have
fine details and crisp edges. The best design is a matter of opinion, as
you’ll see biblical depictions, geometric layouts, and odes to football
(soccer) teams, as well as more whimsical images, like palm trees on the
beach.
Carpets are made for every Lenten procession, though some of the
most elaborate appear for the early-morning Good Friday march from
La Merced church. Starting around 9 p.m. the Thursday night before,
alfombra-makers begin laying the foundation for their creations. They
pick up speed at midnight and finish before the procession’s departure
from La Merced at 4 a.m. Throngs of people take to the streets in the
wee hours to admire the carpets and choose their favorites—wait any
longer, and the carpets will be gone.
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If you’re traveling with a group—say up to five people—opt for
the Don Pedro suite and the Doña Isabela. The Don Pedro, which
accommodates two, offers street views, has a sumptuous sitting area,
and connects to Doña Isabela, suitable for up to three, via a short
private corridor.
Doña Leonor’s street-facing suites go fast, and Levyi recommends
making reservations up to one year in advance. If you’re not much
of a planner, there’s still no need to fret. Reserve one of the other
decadent bedchambers and simply head to the hotel’s cozy bar when
the processions pass. From the bay windows there, you can watch the
sights with a camera in one hand and a martini in the other.

• Atols. Thick, hot drinks made with rice, corn, or oatmeal.

• Chiles rellenos. Stuffed bell or jalapeño peppers covered in an egg
batter and fried.
• Elotes locos. Boiled corn covered in mayonnaise, cheese, mustard,
and ketchup.
• Rellenitos. Black-bean-stuffed plantain dough that’s fried and
sprinkled with sugar.

Beyond Antigua:
Five Quick (But Awesome) Trips

• Algodones. Cotton candy. (Yes, it’s considered traditional.)

see

explore

Designed by world-renowned golf course architect Pete Dye, Fuego
Maya is a challenging course at La Reunión Golf Resort & Residences,
just 30 minutes outside of Antigua. Nestled among rolling hills and
coffee trees (it’s a former coffee plantation), the course was designed
to reflect the 19 months of the ancient Maya calendar and offers
spectacular volcano views—nearby Fuego is almost always smoking.

• Chupetes. Small, triangular lollipops.

explore

Play 18 Holes

• Mole de platano. Fried plantains served in a sweet, chocolateinfused mole sauce.

intro

If you’re in Antigua for Semana Santa, there’s a good chance you’ll want
a break from the near-endless events. Fortunately, there’s plenty to see
beyond the city’s borders. Here, we’ve compiled a handful of great trips
that you can do using Antigua as a base. Get out and explore—there
will still be plenty of Easter festivities to enjoy when you get back.

• Empanadas de manjar. Sweet turnovers filled with milk custard.

see

Forget dying Easter eggs. Antigua dyes its sawdust—and then uses it
to make some of the coolest carpets you’ll ever see. As elaborate and
individual as they are ephemeral, alfombras are carpets that adorn the
routes of church processions during the season of Lent. A religious
offering, they’re made by hand—often with sawdust—in whatever design
the maker fancies and just hours before a procession’s arrival. As the
religious march of people passes over, the alfombras are destroyed,
scattered beneath hundreds of shuffling feet.
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Semana Santa’s Short-Lived Street Art

stay

Alfombras:

Four of Doña Leonor’s rooms have second-story terraces overlooking
one of the main streets used for Lenten religious processions. These
rooms offer a bird’s-eye view of the Easter alfombras (carpets) that
locals make, as well as of the andas (giant wooden depictions of
Jesus and Mary) that people carry through the streets. Noise-abating
windows help keep the rooms quiet, despite the hustle and bustle
below. Hotel manager Levyi Córdova Castillo recommends reserving
these rooms especially for Good Friday. “That’s when you see some
of the most beautiful carpets, as well as the La Merced church
procession—one of my favorites,” she says.

• Chuchitos. Corn dough stuffed with meat and tomato sauce and
steamed in corn husks.

intro

Built in the 16th century by Doña Leonor, the daughter of Spanish
conquistador Pedro de Alvarado, this mansion-turned-boutique hotel
is just a half-block from Antigua’s central park. Thirteen ornately
decorated, colonial-style rooms—each named after one of Doña
Leonor’s family members—surround a lush, quiet courtyard. Outfitted
with antique furniture, all of the rooms are distinct; you’ll find handpainted ceilings, carved four-poster beds, glittering chandeliers,
and rare orchids. (The hotel has its own orchid greenhouse.) Each
bathroom has a tub and shower and is stocked with rose-scented
soaps, shampoos, and lotions from La Tienda de Doña Gavi, an
Antigua shop.

• Dobladas. A savory turnover filled with anything from beef to 		
cabbage to cheese to chicharrones and fried.

Go Hiking or Biking
Antigua sits in a valley of lush coffee farms, tranquil mountain villages,
and towering volcanoes. The verdant hillsides provide incredible views,
as well as great terrain for hiking and biking. Grab a guide and set
out on foot or by bike to explore the area’s bustling markets, beautiful
churches, and bird-filled cloud forests. The best views are in the
morning, when skies are clearest.
Climb an Active Volcano
Guatemala is home to more than 30 volcanoes, and one of the most
popular for climbing is Pacaya, about 90 minutes from Antigua. A
guided hike of this active mountain takes you along foothills, through
pine forests, and to an area of lava rock and ash where hot steam
escapes through crevices in the ground. On a clear day, you have views
of neighboring volcanoes and the Pacific lowlands.
Visit Lake Atitlán
A 2.5-hour drive from Antigua, Lake Atitlán is one of Guatemala’s
signature sights. It’s bordered by a trio of tall volcanoes, myriad
indigenous villages, and rugged swaths of wilderness. Panajachel is
Atitlán’s main town, though you’ll want to visit some other villages,
too. Take a boat to San Juan La Laguna, where you’ll find gorgeous,
naturally dyed textiles, or visit Santiago Atitlán, a traditional Tz’utujil
Maya town that still pays tribute to the folk-saint Maximón.
Explore the Tikal ruins
From Antigua, a quick trip by car and a 45-minute flight will deposit
you in El Petén, Guatemala’s northernmost department. Here, amidst
dense, tumbling jungle, you’ll find the soaring temples of Tikal. A
UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1979, these ruins housed one of the
largest Maya urban populations; today, they’re home to agoutis, spider
monkeys, and toucans.

What to Know Before Booking an Easter Trip
Keep these points in mind to avoid surprises when planning your
Semana Santa holiday.
• Hotels for Semana Santa fill up quickly, so book your
accommodations at least six months in advance. If a hotel is in a
prime location, you may need to make reservations up to one year
prior.
• Many hotels require a minimum stay of four nights during Semana
Santa; be sure your itinerary takes this into account.
• Prices in hotels, restaurants, and shops tend to go up during Semana
Santa, so if its rock-bottom prices you’re after, you may need to
travel earlier in the Easter season or during a different time of year.
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Festival of the Giant Kites

San Isidro Fair

Founded in 2007 to celebrate the southern
district of Toledo and the Toledo Cacao Growers’
Association, this annual May festival (which
is held the weekend Commonwealth Day is
feted) is designed for travel-loving chocoholics.
Tastings feature confections from top Belizean
chocolatiers; cook-offs judge contestants on
their original use of cacao; and numerous events
highlight the district’s cultural diversity via art,
music, and entertainment.

Every year on November 1 (All Saints’ Day),
groups of families and friends in the towns of
Santiago Sacatepéquez and Sumpango (both
just outside the city of Antigua) honor the
departed by flying huge, colorful kites made from
bamboo and tissue paper. Some kites reach up
to 20 meters (65 feet) across—though it’s mostly
smaller ones that blanket the sky.

In this Honduran take on Carnival, more than a
quarter-million revelers let loose in the northern
coastal town of La Ceiba to honor the local
patron saint. Over the course of the feria, which
takes place at the end of May, there are lively
parades, all-night beach parties, and plenty of
vendors serving delicious eats.

Carnival
Belize has two carnivals: A more traditional one
before the season of Lent and another that’s tied
to Belizean Independence Day in September.
Ambergris Caye is a top spot for the pre-Lenten
celebration and features body painting, street
dancing, and flour fights. September’s Carnival
has a more Creole feel, and the most colorful
celebrations take place in Belize City and the
Orange Walk District.

Located in the remote Cuchumatanes Mountains
of northwestern Guatemala, Todos Santos is a
traditional indigenous village with a fascinating
centuries-old tradition. On November 1, locals
clad in colorful trousers, hats, and jackets take
part in an annual horse race, in which they ride
at full gallop up and down a dirt track, taking
regular breaks for swigs of the local alcoholic
brew. It’s a test of endurance and a show of
horsemanship, and there no winners—except
maybe those still on their horse by day’s end.

Placencia Lobsterfest

Chichicastenango Festival of Santo Tomás

For more than 15 years, the Placencia
Lobsterfest has celebrated the start of the
lobster-fishing season with a weekend-long party
at the end of June. There’s a biggest lobster
contest, as well as dozens of cooking stations
that boast lobster tacos, pizza, and stew, grilled
lobster tails, and curried lobster. Caribbean steel
drum and punta bands provide the beachside
soundtrack.

The town of Chichicastenango honors its patron
saint, Santo Tomás, with a week of festivities that
culminate on December 21. On this day, a statue
of the saint is festooned with feathers, bells,
and sequins and paraded through the streets;
endless rolls of firecrackers are set off; and
dances take place around the central plaza. The
main event, however, is the flying pole dance,
in which men dive off the top of a tall pole in a
death-defying stunt.

Garífuna Settlement Day

Garífuna Day
April 12 commemorates the 1797 arrival of
the Garífuna people to Honduras from the
Caribbean isle of Saint Vincent. All throughout
the Bay Islands and along the country’s
northern coast, locals celebrate the holiday
with dancing, music, food, and cultural events.
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Todos Santos Horse Races
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Chocolate Festival of Belize
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HONDURAS

intro

GUATEMALA
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Can’t make it to Semana Santa
in Antigua? Not to worry—there are
plenty of other holidays, festivals, and
celebrations in Belize, Guatemala, and
Honduras to keep you entertained.
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Other
places
to party

BELIZE

June Fair
La Feria Juniana is a monthlong festival in June
that celebrates the patron saint of San Pedro
Sula. There are carnival rides, crazy firework
shows, live musical performances, and vendors
selling many types of traditional foods. The
culminating event on June 29 is a giant, colorful
parade down Avenida Circunvalación, the city’s
main thoroughfare.

A celebration of one of Belize’s richest
cultures, Garífuna Settlement Day takes place
on November 9 and honors the arrival of the
Garífuna people to the country’s shores in 1832.
There’s lots of traditional drumming and dancing,
particularly in Dangriga, Belize’s Garífuna hub.
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EMBARK ON AN
INCREDIBLE JUNGLE
ADVENTURE WITH
GAÏA RIVERLODGE

Tel +501-834-4024
info@GaiaRiVeRloDGe.com
GaiaRiVeRloDGe.com

Discover the hidden jewel of
Belize by escaping to the
unique Matachica Resort.
Tel +501-226-5010
info@maTachica.com
maTachica.com

Oceans apart from the other

hotels on the island

www.matarocks.com
Mata Rocks Resort | San Pedro | Ambergris Caye | Belize
US & Canada: +1 888 628 2757 | Belize: +501 226 2336 | Email: reservations@matarocks.com
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...through the Eyes of an Archaeologist
It is said that Guatemala’s Tikal is to Honduras’s
Copán what New York is to Paris—a fair
comparison, if you think of Tikal as an ode to
soaring pyramids and temples and Copán as a
toast to artistic and cultural achievement. Located
in western Honduras, in a picturesque valley near
the Guatemalan border, ancient Copán flourished
between 426 and 820 A.D. During this time,
lavishly embellished plazas, temples, and ball
courts were built, incredible advances were made
in art and astronomy, and the population reached
close to 30,000 people. The accomplishments
of that era remain evident today, in the form of
richly sculpted stelae (carved stone monuments),
elaborate tombs, and one of the site’s most
prominent features: a monumental hieroglyphic
stairway that’s engraved with the tale of the city’s
ancient rulers.
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The royal tombs were one of the greatest
discoveries made at Copán. What makes them
so unique?
Our University of Pennsylvania team was
honored to discover the three royal tombs. It was
unprecedented. I helped unearth two tombs in
particular: the tomb of Yax K’uk Mo’ (Copán’s
founder) and the tomb of a woman we believe to
be his wife, who has come to be called “the lady
in red.” Her tomb was particularly fascinating.
Located deep in the acropolis, she was
accompanied by jade, ceramics, and extremely
valuable mother of pearl necklaces and also
wearing a skirt made of thousands of jade sequins.
She was dressed for the afterlife and as the moon
goddess, buried with weaving implements and
other symbols associated with the moon goddess.
She was clearly someone venerated—a cult
figure. After her death, her tomb was repeatedly
re-entered and her bones were carefully painted
with blood-red cinnabar, contributing in death to
Copán’s theme as a place of birth and renewal. Her
discovery suggests that Copán was an important
pilgrimage center for women, exalting women’s
role in society.
What other nearby sites would you suggest
archaeology enthusiasts visit?
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The whole Copán valley is one giant archaeological
site. At the nearby Las Sepulturas, there are a

If archaeology is going to have value, we have
to focus on more than just the past. We have to
look toward the future, too. Critical environmental
issues like deforestation and land degeneration
were problems for the ancient Maya, and we see
these same problems in the Copán area—and
indeed our whole planet—today. There are many
people around here who don’t have decent potable
water because the land is increasingly deforested,
which contributes to water sources drying up,
which then has ramifications in many other areas
of daily life. My question is, if we know so much
about the past, why don’t we use its lessons to do
something for the future?

series of ancient courtyards and palaces that
have been nicely restored and give you a sense of
the complexities of ancient society. Rastrojón is
certainly an area to visit. It comprises decorated
buildings that were swallowed by a land fault; it’s
quite intriguing. The site of El Puente has a number
of restored buildings that show you what provincial
life must have been like outside of the big city.
I’d also remind people that Copán and the
Quiriguá site, just across the Guatemalan border,
were closely tied in ancient times. We know that
in 738 A.D., one of Quiriguá’s rulers captured
and beheaded the high king of Copán and
subsequently extolled his triumph on the tallest
Maya stelae that we know of—an obelisk almost
30 feet high. Today, the hieroglyphic writings at
Quiriguá, Copán and the satellite sites in this
area provide a good sense of the political and
environmental dynamics of the ancient Maya
world.
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Copán is often called the Athens of the Maya
world because it was a great center of culture
and learning, as well as a pilgrimage site during
the Classic era. It’s fascinating to study it in that
light—as one of the jewels and bonfires of human
endeavor.

Archaeology aside, you’re also involved
in a medicinal plant and alternative crop
experimentation project. What was the
inspiration behind this endeavor?

explore

What first drew you to Copán and what has
inspired you to study the archaeological site for
so long?
Copán has always intrigued me and figured in my
life in some way. The first major archaeological site
that I visited, almost 60 years ago, was Quiriguá,
in Guatemala, right across the border from
Honduras’s Copán. I remember someone pointing
toward a series of purple mountains in the distance
and explaining that Copán—an even greater
Maya city—was just beyond. It sounded like a
magical place, and I linked it in my mind to Cobán,
Guatemala, where I spent my boyhood.
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Of course, not everyone will be so lucky as to
travel to Copán and chat with David, so we
decided to ask him a few questions. Read on
to discover how David’s fascination with Copán
began and what has kept him there all these years.

intro

hn

David’s in-depth knowledge of Copán brings the
ruins to life, and Viaventure offers two ways for
travelers to pick his brain: a Copán day tour with
David as the guide and an evening presentation
led by David of the royal tombs. Both experiences
allow guests to learn about the site and how its
incredible treasures were discovered.

intro

COPAN...

David Sedat is a renowned archaeologist and
one of the foremost authorities on Copán. He has
studied this region of the Maya since the early
1970s and lived there for the past two decades.

He worked as the field director for the University
of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and
Anthropology’s Copán Project during its 15-year
span and was part of the team that unearthed
some of the site’s most fascinating discoveries—
namely three royal tombs, one of which held the
remains of Copán’s dynastic founder Yax K’uk Mo’
and another one of which held the skeleton of Yax
K’uk Mo’s wife, “the lady in red.”

The Copán Botanical Research Station, which I
founded in 2003, is introducing a great many trees
and plants to the steepest, most degenerated
slopes of the area. We’re calling it “the new useful
forest,” as it features a diverse array of alternative
crops that people can use for food and medicine
and to make fibers and dyes to support other
cottage industries. Eventually, we hope the oncehighly prized cacao that was grown by the ancient
Maya can be reestablished, too. The ultimate
goal, though, is to turn back the clock on the
environment—to take a rocky desert landscape
that no one wants and transform it into a new
paradise.

Would you recommend any books about
Copán?
One of the best texts is Bill Fash’s “Scribes,
Warriors and Kings.” It’s well-illustrated and
has all the information you could want. Bill has
been working in Copán since the ‘70s and the
book will help readers understand the area’s
great breadth of Maya culture. The book titled
“The Copán Sculpture Museum” was written by
his accomplished artist wife, Barbara Fash, and
provides interesting background information that
will go a long way toward enjoying Copán’s on-site
museum.
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Saving Birds at
Macaw Mountain
For the past decade, the Macaw Mountain
Bird Park & Nature Reserve has rescued and
rehabilitated many of Central America’s most
incredible tropical birds, from keel-billed
toucans and scarlet macaws to emerald
tucanets and red-throated parakeets.
Located just outside of Copán Ruinas, the
four-hectare (nine-acre) park comprises
tumbling old-growth forest, a pristine
mountain stream, slopes of shade-grown
coffee, towering cliffs, and elevated trails and
decks that provide spectacular views of it
all. A visit to the bird park is must for anyone
traveling to Copán.
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If you like fine cigars, head to the colonial mountain
town Santa Rosa de Copán, about 2.5 hours away,
where you can tour the Flor de Copán tobacco
factory and learn how traditional cigars are rolled by
hand.
Travel to Finca El Cisne, 45 minutes from town,
to explore the Copán valley countryside by horse;
learn about cattle ranching, coffee, and cardamom;
and enjoy a hearty farmhouse lunch. (For more
information, see A Taste of Honduran Farm Life,
p.68).

To accommodate his expanding flock, Lloyd
created a small park on Roatán before
purchasing the larger Copán property. “We
opened the parks as a way to generate funds
for the birds’ long-term care. (Macaws can
live up to 100 years in captivity.) As more
and more people started visiting, though, we
realized the impact the birds had on people
and their potential for educating the public
about the importance of conservation.”

see

If you’re visiting the Copán
bz
archaeological site, chances are
you’ll be staying in the town of Copán
Ruinas. Lucky you! Within walking
distance of the site, this quaint,
cobblestoned community and the
picturesque countryside around it
offer a tidy selection of excellent
things to do, see, and eat—enough,
in fact, to warrant spending an extra
day or two in the area. What follows
are some of its highlights.

Displayed in the town’s municipal building,
Fragile Moments is a photo exhibit
featuring 19th-century images of the Copán
archaeological site. Harvard University’s
Peabody Museum donated the photos to
the town after it discovered negatives for
them in its archives. The collection is a
fascinating glimpse into the site’s past and a
perfect complement to a Copán visit today.

At Finca Santa Isabel, 40 minutes outside of town,
you can learn the ins and outs of coffee, including
how beans are cultivated, selected, roasted, and
ground. Look for tropical birds and butterflies as you
explore the farm and surrounding rainforest.

The park’s original collection of birds came
from the Bay Island of Roatán, where
conservationist and bird-lover Mandy Wagner
began rescuing parrots and toucans in
the 1980s. A decade later, Lloyd Davidson
inherited the birds. “I came to Honduras in
1986 to establish a fish export company on
Roatán,” says Lloyd. “I have a background
in biology, but the birds were really just a
nice gesture that got out of control. I agreed
to care for Mandy’s collection temporarily,
fell heir to it, and accidentally became ‘the
bird man.’ Almost overnight, the collection’s
size exploded with donations from expats
disenchanted with the demands of bird care
or with life in ‘paradise.’”
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The colonial Yat B’alam boutique hotel is
home to a series of small, upscale shops
that sell high-end Honduran crafts, including
lovely Lencan jewelry.

About one hour from Copán Ruinas, El Puente is
the second-most important archaeological site in
Honduras. Here, you’ll find pyramids, plazas, and
residential areas set on the picturesque banks of a
small river.
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Around Town:
Copán Ruinas

Settle in with a good book at the mellow
Café San Rafael, which offers excellent
coffee, Chilean wine, and cheese plates.

Near Town

intro

Located in a restored fort, Casa K’inich
is an interactive kids’ museum dedicated
to the ancient Mayas. Learn how to count
to 10 in a Mayan dialect, as well as the
fundamentals of the Mayas’ ancient ball
game.

intro

La Casa de Todo means “the house of
everything,” and here you’ll find just that:
Honduran jewelry, books, and music, as
well as a beautiful garden that doubles as a
perfect lunch spot. Try the Maya tortilla soup
and fabulous fresh breads.

explore

In Town

Macaw Mountain has been raising awareness
about the need to protect Central America’s
tropical birds ever since. “The birds we have
are so visually fascinating that they get the
message across without us having to preach
much,” says Lloyd. Today, visitors learn about
the birds and the organization’s work and
enjoy a fully interactive experience. “There’s
an area where guests encounter close to 25
parrots, macaws, and toucans that they can
hold, photograph, and get to know in a very
real way. It makes a lasting impression.”
In addition to educating the public, Macaw
Mountain has taken on other projects, too—
one of which is called Macaws in Freedom,
a partnership with the World Parrot Trust.
The results of the project are on display at
the Copán archaeological site, where three
releases of scarlet macaws have introduced
20 new birds to an existing flock.
“What’s interesting is that we’re using
previously captive birds and their offspring
as the resource to reestablish a free-flying
population,” says Lloyd. “If this is successful,
it could be an important model for other sites
in Honduras and surrounding countries.”
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So far, the project is going well. “Flocks of
five to 15 macaws now fly noisily overhead
as tourists explore the ruins,” says Lloyd.
“They’ve brought the site to life. The scarlet
macaw is Honduras’s national bird and was
sacred to the Maya, and the birds we’re
seeing in Copán today are fast becoming a
source of pride.”
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Arrive in San Pedro Sula
and transfer to the quaint,
colonial town of Copán
Ruinas to explore (see
Around Town: Copán
Ruinas, p.100).

Take a private guided
tour of the Copán
archaeological site (see
Copán: Through the
Eyes of an Archaeologist,
p.99). Afterward, travel
to Macaw Mountain Bird
Park & Nature Reserve
(see Saving Birds at
Macaw Mountain, p.101).

If you’re traveling to Honduras
and looking for a trip that
combines ruins, rainforests, and
reefs, this nine-day itinerary
more than fits the bill. In just
over one week, you’ll visit the
Copán archaeological site and
surrounding attractions, explore
the wild and remote Pico Bonito
National Park, get to know
Honduras’s beach and barrier
reef, and so much more.
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A Copán Favorite: Hacienda San Lucas
A Spanish colonial hacienda set in the blue-green hills of the Copán valley,
San Lucas is the place to stay if you’re visiting the Copán archaeological site.
Just a 15-minute drive from the town of Copán Ruinas (itself within walking
distance of the site), the property sits on 121 hectares (300 acres) of pristine,
forested land and has belonged to the Cueva family for more than a century,
though it was Flavia Cueva—the hacienda’s charming owner, manager,
and chef—who decided to turn it into an eco-lodge in 2000. She began by
carefully restoring the original hacienda using local materials, techniques, and
labor. She planted thousands of native trees to provide habitat for wildlife and
prevent erosion. She also sourced her staff locally, and today, most of the
hacienda’s employees have been around for more than a decade.
“People always comment on how friendly our staff is and how spiritual San
Lucas feels,” says Flavia. “We consider it a privilege to hosts guests, so being
friendly is easy. And I think the sense of spirituality is what brings so many
people back. We have a lot of return guests. People feel a connection. They
feel like they’re at home.”
The property offers simple but elegant rooms with comfortable beds,
handcrafted furniture, private baths, and porch hammocks that overlook
colorful tropical gardens. At night, rooms are lit by candles, lending them a
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rustic, romantic aesthetic–though there are solar bedside lamps, too. (Phonesbz
and iPads can be charged via bathroom power outlets.) The original hacienda,
which has been modernized with WiFi, houses the kitchen, bar, and restaurant.
Here, meals are cooked the old-fashioned way, using a traditional wood stove.
Corn tortillas are made by hand daily and the menu features a seasonal mix
of whatever is fresh from the market. Expect local Maya fare as well as Cueva
family favorites; try Flavia’s signature oak-wood, fire-roasted chicken with
adobo sauce.
Although the property has expanded over the years, now with eight white
adobe rooms in all, preserving the landscape has always remained top priority.
“Protect, protect, protect,” says Flavia. “It was important to my father and
grandfather to protect the land and its people, and it’s just as important to
me.”
For good reason, too. In addition to featuring a stretch of picturesque forest,
San Lucas has its own archaeological site called Los Sapos, as well as milliondollar views. Grab a glass of chilled white wine at dusk and settle into a lawn
chair for a fantastic sunset over the famed Copán ruins—you can see the
tops of the temples—or get up early to watch the morning mist rising from the
valley below. “Sometimes,” notes Flavia, “it really does feel like time here has
stopped.”

7&8
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Fly to the coastal city of La Ceiba
and travel to the Pico Bonito
National Park area (see The Park
Less Explored, p.47).

Relax on Roatán’s whitesand beaches, fish the
Caribbean’s turquoise
waters, snorkel or scuba
dive along the world’s
second-largest barrier
reef, or explore the island.

6
Take an early-morning hike through
Pico Bonito National Park. Afterward,
fly to the Bay Island of Roatán.
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5
4

Learn about Honduran
farm life at the familyrun Finca El Cisne (see
A Taste of Honduran
Farm Life, p.68).

see

9 Days of
Honduran
Highlights

9
Transfer to the
airport in time
for your flight.
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PORTOFINO
San Pedro, Belize

the lodge in the jungle
www.pookshilllodge.com
Pook’s Hill v Cayo District v Belize
Tel: +501 832 2017 v E-mail: pookshill@hughes.net
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Sophistication l Beach Life l Water
Portofino • San Pedro • Ambergris Caye • Belize
Tel: +501 678 5096 • Email: info@portofinobelize.com

www.portofinobelize.com
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SAN

PEDRO, BELIZ

E

Where do
you want to
go today?

Tel: +501 222 5100
Email: info@astrumhelicopters.com

www.astrumhelicopters.com
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Ramon’s Village
where you arrive as a guest and leave as a friend!
Ramon’s Village – San Pedro – Ambergris Caye – Belize
Within the U.S Tel: +1.800.MAGIC.15 (+1 800 624 4215) • Outside the U.S Tel: +1.601 649 1990 • Email: info@ramons.com

www.ramonsvillage.com
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Posada de Santiago X Santiago Atitlán X Guatemala
T: +502 7721 7366 X E: posadasantiago@gmail.com

www.posadadesantiago.com
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stay

Rustic Luxury
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Vacationing
in Belize?
Book a Boat.

It’s one thing to spot wildlife
when you’re on a jungle hike.
It’s quite another to find it
right outside your front door.
The following three ecolodges, located in the remotest
reaches of Guatemala, Belize,
and Honduras, respectively,
provide the opportunity for
just that. Offering total jungle
immersion far away from any
towns or cities of note, they
practically guarantee you’ll
make an impressive dent in
that list of wild must-sees.

Why should you consider vacationing by boat along the coast of
Belize? To start, there’s simply no better way to access the country’s
fantastic barrier reef, postcard-perfect beaches, and hundreds of
palm-dotted islets. What’s more, it can be surprisingly affordable.
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bz

Calling Chimino’s Island Lodge secluded is a bit of an understatement.
Located in Guatemala’s sparsely populated department of El Petén, on the
banks of the Petexbatún Lagoon, Chimino’s is reached only by boat from the
small town of Sayaxché—itself about a one-hour drive from Flores, El Petén’s
main hub. The lodge is part of the Petexbatún Wildlife Refuge, home to
incredible animals and several ancient Maya ruins.

Located next to the famous Lamanai archaeology site on a hill overlooking
the New River Lagoon, Lamanai Outpost Lodge is a two-hour trip from
Belize City by shuttle and speed boat. Staffed entirely with members of the
local community, the lodge has 17 simple but comfortable cabanas made
from local hardwoods, with high thatch-roofed ceilings. If you can, opt for a
lagoon-facing room for sunrise views.

Six thatched-roof bungalows made of reclaimed mahogany blend seamlessly
into the verdant jungle tapestry and sit far apart—you may have neighbors, but
you’ll quickly forget they’re there. Bungalows feature decks with lagoon views
and are screened in to keep pesky insects out and allow the sounds of the
jungle in. Expect to fall asleep to the haunting calls of howler monkeys.

Lamanai offers plenty of ways to experience the natural world. Begin your
day in a canoe on the surrounding waterways looking for manatees and
otters or end it there on an airboat assisting naturalists as they collect data on
Morelet’s crocodiles. Set out on a night hike to spot tree frogs, tarantulas, and
other nocturnal creatures. If it’s birding you’re into, tag along with a top-shelf
guide as you visit forests, wetlands, and pine savannahs in search of agami
herons, grey-necked wood rails, and hundreds of other bird species.

For wildlife encounters during the day, explore the jungle paths around the
lodge or plan an early-morning kayak trip on the lagoon, which serves as
a pit stop for migratory birds. (If you’re really into birding, be sure to talk to
Chimino’s on-site host, Tono. He’s lived in the Petexbatún region for more than
25 years and is great at helping guests spot their target species.) You can also
visit the half-dozen archaeological sites that are sprinkled throughout the area,
some accessible by road, others by boat. Popular ruins include Aguateca, a
fortified ancient Maya city built high on a cliff, and Ceibal, once home to more
than 10,000 inhabitants.
Best for: Adventurous families and travelers looking for an eco-archaeological
adventure and modest amenities.
What you should know: Bungalows are powered by a generator that’s
switched off at night. All rooms have private bathrooms with hot water, fans
(but no air-conditioning), and decks.
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Lamanai Outpost Lodge

Of course, one of the lodge’s most popular trips is to the famous Lamanai
archaeological site. Here, you’ll find hundreds of jungle-shrouded ancient
structures, as well as the occasional howler monkey leaping from tree to tree.
Best for: Couples, families, and small groups seeking wildlife and
archaeological tours in a remote location with modern amenities.
What you should know: All cabanas have private baths with hot water,
verandahs, and ceiling fans; two rooms have air-conditioning.

The Lodge at Pico Bonito
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Located at the foot of Pico Bonito National Park, about a 30-minute drive
from the Caribbean city of La Ceiba, the Lodge at Pico Bonito is a gorgeous,bz
161-hectare (400-acre) property suitable for nature-lovers and adrenaline
junkies alike—particularly those who prefer the plush comforts of a luxe
boutique hotel. Built from stone and native pine, the lodge’s 22 plantationstyle cabins are scattered among cacao groves and have vaulted ceilings,
verandahs, and comfortable furnishings; they’re decorated with indigenous
pottery and artwork.
The neighboring national park comprises 100,000 hectares (247,105 acres) of
pristine, largely unexplored rainforest and offers incredible hiking: Set out at
night to see tree frogs, possums, and numerous species of bats; go birdwatching during wee-morning hours; or head to the popular double-drop,
30-meter-high (100-foot) Unbelievable Falls. Be sure to check out the lodge’s
observation decks for incredible views of the jungle canopy, too.
In addition to hiking, the area provides ample opportunity to horseback ride,
tour rural villages, and whitewater raft. Incredible snorkeling along the world’s
second-largest barrier reef is just a short trip away. For anyone who loves
manatees, monkeys, sloths, or turtles, a visit to the coastal wildlife refuge
Cuero y Salado is a must. Children at the lodge will also enjoy its iguana farm,
serpentarium, and tropical butterfly farm, the latter of which features more
than 40 species.
Best for: Couples, families, and small groups looking for wildlife and active
thrills at a luxury boutique lodge.
What you should know: All cabins have verandahs and private bathrooms
with hot water. Some cabins have air-conditioning, others have fans only.
Families should ask for adjoining cabanas that connect via internal doors.
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On board, guests enjoy top-notch services. Menus are determined
in advance to ensure everyone is happy—“we had everything from
fresh lobster to freshly baked croissants,” says Becky—and boats
are top of the line. “Ours had lovely furnishings with comfortable
beds, though the bathrooms were small.” The on-board crew will
help you organize your days. “Our ‘crew,’ which comprised the
captain and the cook, was fabulous. They went out of their way to
create the best itinerary possible. One day, they even got up at 4
a.m. to motor farther down the coast so we could see more on our
short itinerary. They were the perfect hosts—always suggesting fun
things to do and always with a smile—though they provided plenty
of privacy, too.”
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Chimino’s Island Lodge
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When you charter a private boat, you set the course. “You see,
experience, and do exactly what you want, when you want,” says
Becky Harris, a catamaran aficionado and co-owner of Viaventure.
“If you want to fish, do so right off the boat or join locals on a group
expedition. You can check out tiny islands—many of which would
be near-impossible to visit otherwise—stop at gorgeous beaches, or
just enjoy the view from the deck. Plus, there’s plenty of scuba diving
and snorkeling. It’s like you have access to the whole Belizean coast.
There’s an amazing sense of freedom.”
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Must-Visit
Eco-lodges

How long you set sail depends on where you want to head. “In a
perfect world, I’d say plan on a week,” says Becky. “But a lot of
people don’t have that much time. Four days can get you to some
really interesting places. If you’re doing three days and starting in
Belize City, stick to the Caye Caulker and Ambergris areas.”
Of course, for all its pluses, a private boat charter may still sound like
a splurge few can make. But here’s the kicker: For those traveling
as a family or a group, it can be a budget-friendly option. The daily
price of a boat is fixed and offers a fully inclusive experience, with
the exception of special excursions. Food and accommodations
are covered (think how much you spend normally on restaurants
and rooms), as is transportation to areas that could otherwise be
expensive to reach. Tack on the fact that you have the flexibility to
go, see, and do what you want, and that a variety of activities like
snorkeling, fishing, and swimming can be done directly from the
boat, and a private charter can be a very practical option.
“If you’re used to doing beach holidays, it’s the perfect alternative,”
says Becky. “It’s something different—a pampered experience you’ll
never forget.”
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Where
to Stay

Turneffe Flats
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Located within a rich and biodiverse atoll about 90 minutes by boat from Belize
City, Turneffe Flats sits on a palm-speckled island just outside the world’s
second-largest barrier reef and the variety of saltwater fish that inhabit it.

If you love
coffee:
Finca Filadelfia
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Settle into a comfortable beachfront cabana or villa (you’ll have views of
coconut palms and the Caribbean) before wading the flats for bonefish or
permit or pursuing tarpon in creeks, channels, and lagoons. For many anglers,
the grand slam—catching all three fish in a single day—is the ultimate goal.
Other fish found around the atoll include snapper, jack, and barracuda. The
resort offers comfortable, five-meter (16-foot) skiffs, as well as top-quality spin
and fly fishing equipment.

Finca Filadelfia has been in the coffee business for more than 140 years
and today boasts a farm, resort, and restaurant. Located just outside the
colonial city of Antigua, in an area where fertile, high-altitude volcanic soils
produce excellent coffee, Filadelfia allows you to experience a working coffee
plantation firsthand. The farm sits on 303 hectares (750 acres), of which 101
hectares (250 acres) are used for growing coffee. (An agro-forestry project
and an ecological reserve occupy the remaining land.) Visitors learn about the
coffee-making process from end to end. At the nursery, you’ll discover why
arabica and robusta coffee plants are grafted together; in the fields, you’ll
discuss the coffee harvest. Afterward, you’ll see how coffee berries are sorted,
graded, milled, dried, roasted, and packed.

Non-anglers should plan to scuba dive, snorkel, bird-watch, kayak, or explore
the flats on foot (look out for crabs, parrot fish, and small sharks). Eighteen
dives are offered by the resort each week, and more than 60 dive sites can be
accessed, including the renowned Elbow and Blue Hole. When you’re ready
to recharge, there’s an infinity-edge pool for lounging, 10 hectares (25 acres)
of manicured grounds to roam, a bar, and a restaurant that serves family-style
meals.

Although you can tour the plantation in one half-day, a stay here allows you
to better enjoy the beautiful setting of this historic estate. Twenty tastefully
decorated rooms with views of Agua Volcano are surrounded by wellmanicured gardens. Aside from talking coffee, on-site activities include birdwatching, mountain biking, zip-lining, and mule rides. For those who want to
broaden their coffee expertise, there are there are cupping classes and latte
art workshops.
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If you love
to fish:
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Fishing, coffee, the great
outdoors—we all have a
soft spot for something.
These properties recognize
and cater to just that. Each
specializes in something
different and makes a
great place to stay should
you share a similar passion.
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If You
Love…

If you love
the great outdoors:
Omega Jungle Lodge
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When Omega opened in 1992, it was Honduras’s first eco-lodge. Over
the years, it has remained a top spot for travelers looking for total outdoor bz
immersion. Surrounded by rainforests and bordered by two gorgeous national
parks—Pico Bonito and Nombre de Dios—it sits in an area where you can trek
to pristine waterfalls, explore jungle villages by horse, track down the tropical
birds on your bucket list, or visit the mangroves, monkeys, and alligators of
the Cuero y Salado wildlife refuge on half-day, full-day, and multiday tours. It
also offers some of Central America’s best whitewater rafting with rapids up
to Class V.
When staying at Omega, opt for one of the two cabins on offer. Both are
spacious, cheerfully decorated, and feature plenty of hardwoods. (They feel a
bit like a tree house, too, especially with their incredible views.) The open-air,
thatched-roof restaurant is surrounded by beautifully landscaped gardens and
offers international and local dishes (plus homemade breads, jams, and coffee
from Copán). The freshwater pool is a great place to relax.
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Photos courtesy of Paul Harris (dining room), Al Argueta (bedroom and hall), and IHT (yoga).

The only
way to ﬂy in
Guatemala

A century of Maya magic and history
at Hacienda San Lucas eco-lodge,
restaurant and reserve.

www.tag.com.gt

Hacienda San Lucas, Copán Ruinas, Honduras
Tel: +504 2651 4495 • Email: info@haciendasanlucas.com

www.haciendasanlucas.com
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✆ +502 2380 9494

✎ info@ tag.com.gt
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When you’re traveling with family, choosing where to stay can be just
as important as choosing what to do. Depending on your kids’ ages and
interests, you may want a central spot that offers a full list of amenities or
an option that puts more of an emphasis on adventure and exploring. The
following three choices in Honduras, Belize, and Guatemala, respectively,
are all good picks for families but in very different ways. Choose from a
beach stay, a jungle lodge, or a once-in-a-lifetime camping excursion, and
you’ll be one step closer to creating that perfect family trip.
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Family Travel:
Top Spots to Call Home
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For beach- and ocean-based adventures for kids and adults alike, you’d be
hard-pressed to find a better locale than Barefoot Cay, just off the Bay Island
bz
of Roatán. A boutique resort with nine accommodations, the majority of which
are situated on a small, palm-lined private island, Barefoot Cay provides a
respite from the hustle and bustle of Roatán, plus all the amenities an active
family could want.

One thing’s for certain: There’s no getting bored at Belcampo. Located in
Belize’s southern district of Toledo, in the lush hills that rise up from the
country’s Caribbean coast, the lodge offers 12 airy (and air-conditioned)
suites—with four more on the way—a 404-hectare (1,000-acre) farm with
oranges, spices, coffee, and chocolate, a 6,070-hectare (15,000-acre)
rainforest preserve, and a long list of adventures for the taking.

Everyone from 4 years old to 40 will find plenty to do. The world’s secondlargest barrier reef is just offshore and an onsite PADI-certified dive center
offers guests the chance to visit many of its premier dive and snorkel sites.
Various levels of scuba instruction are available: Advance divers can focus
on deep diving, digital underwater photography, or wreck diving. Kids 10
years old and up can take a Junior Open Water course, and children as young
as 8 can experience scuba diving in confined water with the Bubblemaker
program. Even the littlest of kids can get in on the underwater action. “There’s
a sunken boat next to our dock that attracts lots of marine life,” says Mel
James, Barefoot Cay’s guest services manager. “Small kids love to snorkel
there.”

Many of the tours offered by the hotel are kid-friendly and designed to keep
families active and engaged. Guided kayak and canoe excursions head up
the Rio Grande to look for freshwater crocodiles and water birds. Other tours
visit ancient Maya ruins, modern Maya towns, and waterfalls and caves where
you can explore and swim. On-premise educational trails teach hikers about
local animals, medicinal plants, and the many birds in the area. The resort’s
most unique trip, called “snorkel with a chef,” lets guests take an active part
in helping Belcampo’s chef catch lunch, which could be anything from lobster
or lion fish to conch or crab.

Barefoot Cay also has kayaks for exploring, a private beach (the water along
the shore is shallow enough to serve as a playground), and an outdoor pool.
“The pool has a ledge around it and was designed to have a shaded spot no
matter the time of day, so it’s a great place for a break,” says Mel. Elsewhere
on Roatán, families can zip-line, search for iguanas, or swim with dolphins.
When parents are ready to relax, an on-premise spa offers massages,
manicures, body scrubs, and facials.
Barefoot Cay’s two-bedroom beachfront villas and ocean-view loft suites are
great family picks. Both are air-conditioned, have fully equipped kitchens, and
feature spacious living areas that are perfect for hanging out. If you can, opt
for a villa: You’ll be right on the beach.
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Belcampo Lodge

Accommodations at Belcampo are spacious, private, and ideal for families.
Jungle and lodge suites include two queen beds, plus a futon, and feature
wood furnishings made on premise, screened-in verandahs, and large
bathrooms with incredible floor-to-ceiling jungle views. In and around the
main lodge, you’ll find a spa, small pool, coffee and rum bars, observation
decks with stellar views, and an open-air restaurant (with a children’s menu)
where adults can toast a busy day while kids use the on-hand telescope to
search for monkeys and birds.

Uaxactún Camping
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Looking for a truly out-there escapade? Try camping alongside an ancient
Maya ruin. The archaeological site of Uaxactún is located in Guatemala’s
remote, northern department of El Petén (near the Tikal ruins) and comprises
several partially restored temples. Surrounded by tropical jungle, the site
flourished from 350 B.C. to 250 A.D. and shares a name today with a
neighboring Maya community that’s home to myriad chicleros (collectors of
natural gum).
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Camp at Uaxactún, and you’ll have the opportunity to take a private tour
of the ancient ruins, get to know the local community, and experience the
jungle during the day and at night. It’s an adventure that was developed by
Viaventure and one of its guides, Carlos Vivar (he grew up in Uaxactún), as a
way for travelers to learn more about this little-visited but incredible area.
“For many families, coming here is a life-changing experience,” says Carlos.
“It’s eye-opening for kids, especially when they realize how remote the village
is and that there’s no electricity or running water in the homes. They see how
there are different ways to live and be happy.” Oftentimes, the community
tour ends up being the highlight of the trip. “Recently, kids who were visiting
started up a football (soccer) tournament with some of the local kids all on
their own. The kids may not share a language, but that doesn’t stop them
from having fun.”
At dusk, drinks are served on top of a temple and dinner is eaten by
candlelight. Camping is comfortable (think tents, beds, and toilets) and
makes for a truly unforgettable experience. “You hear howler monkeys and all
different kinds of sounds coming from the forest at night,” says Carlos. “And
when it’s clear out, the stars are nearly as bright as day.”
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Antigua v Guatemala v Tel: +502 7832 2925/7955 8282 v E-mail: info@panzaverde.com

www.panzaverde.com

Antigua v Guatemala v Tel: +502 7832 2925/7955 8282 v E-mail: info@panzaverde.com

Travel Tranquility Transcedance
Travel Tranquility Transcedance

VICTORIA HOUSE RESORT, AMBERGRIS CAYE, BELIZE
T: +501 226 2067 E: INFO@VICTORIA-HOUSE.COM

www.victoria-house.com

www.panzaverde.com/villasbalamya
Lake Atitlán v Guatemala v Tel: +502 7762-2522 v E-mail: balamya@panzaverde.com

www.panzaverde.com/villasbalamya

Lake Atitlán v Guatemala v Tel: +502 7762-2522 v E-mail: balamya@panzaverde.com
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Gaïa Riverlodge
Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve, Belize
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El Convento Boutique Hotel
Antigua, Guatemala
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Located deep in Belize’s rugged Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve, Gaïa
Riverlodge (the sister property to Matachica on Ambergris Caye) sits atop a
tall ridge overlooking the Five Sisters waterfalls and a valley of bird-flecked
Caribbean pines. The beautifully landscaped property abounds with
tropical, Technicolor flora and comprises 16 exquisite thatch-roof cabanas
with panoramic windows, mahogany interiors, and fantastic beds; ceilings
fans and a seemingly ever-present breeze are all you need to stay cool.
Each bathroom is unique and decorated with bright, hand-painted Mexican
tiles. Follow a long series of stone steps or take the hydro-powered
tram to the falls for an invigorating dip or to relax on Gaïa’s small, sandy
island replete with shaded hammocks. Back up on the ridge, the lodge’s
restaurant features an expansive wrap-around verandah with dramatic
views, a menu of delicious Belizean fare, and dangerously good drinks.
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With its bougainvillea-strewn ruins, colonial-style homes,
cobblestone streets, and dramatic volcano backdrop, the
city of Antigua does romance with ease. Visiting newlyweds
should book a stay at El Convento Boutique Hotel, just blocks
from the city’s central plaza. Here, stone, cedar, and brick
architecture combines with eclectic antiques and a muted color
palette to create a refined setting that’s perfect for relaxing
with a glass of good wine. (The hotel has a well-stocked cellar.)
There are 25 uniquely outfitted suites, some with plush kingsize beds, private terraces with hot tubs, fireplaces, skylights,
or spa-like bathrooms. (The Bella Época suite is a favorite with
honeymooners.) The rooftop lounge has an outdoor fireplace
and offers stellar city and volcano views.

Special add-ons: Champagne upon arrival, a luxury picnic at the Caracol
ruins, and more.

Special add-ons: Private dinners by candlelight, a rose-petaldecorated room, a horse-drawn carriage ride around Antigua,
and more.

Special add-ons: Private romantic dinners,
couples’ massages, a helicopter tour over the
famous Blue Hole, and more.

Special add-ons: A couples’ blessing with a local Maya shaman
(spiritual leader), a private helicopter charter to and from the hotel, and
more.

Las Verandas Hotel & Villas
Roatán, Honduras
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If you’re looking for the ultimate in secluded,
tropical escapes, look no farther. Accessed
by speedboat only, El Secreto sits on a palmstudded, private stretch of pristine beach
at the mellow northern end of Ambergris
Caye. Its sandy, tropical grounds boast 13
thatched-roof villas with private plunge pools,
outdoor showers, and über-chic interiors:
You’ll find rich hardwoods, fine marble
finishes, big bathrooms with Malin+Goetz
products, and state-of-the-art technology.
(An iPhone lets you program the music,
TV, air-conditioning, and lighting with a few
quick taps.) Honeymooners should opt for
an ocean-side Sea Villa or the Spa Villa, with
its own steam room and massage cabin.
El Secreto’s infinity-edge pool, replete with
over-water hammocks, boasts one of the
best views on Ambergris and sits just steps
away from a giant thatched-roof palapa with
a breezy open-air restaurant and bar—the
coconut mojito is a must.
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Hidden in the hills above Guatemala’s famed Lake Atitlán, Casa Palopó
is a quiet, luxury retreat with seven accommodations and phenomenal
views. Originally a private home, it was converted into a boutique hotel
in 2000 and outfitted with contemporary and indigenous Guatemalan
artwork, a solar-heated pool, and a rustic-chic restaurant. Rooms
feature wood beams, softly colored walls, cool Italian linens, and private
terraces that overlook the lake and its three towering volcanoes. A
lovely pick for honeymooners, Santa Catarina is the master suite and
features iris-blue walls, antique furnishings, and an oversize bathroom;
its spacious terrace is just the right size for sunset cocktails and dinner.
Offering even more privacy, a villa some cobblestone steps above the
hotel features floor-to-ceiling windows, a fireplace, and butler service.
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El Secreto
Ambergris Caye, Belize
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Wondering where to head after you’ve
tied the knot? Viaventure designs
honeymoon trips in Central America
that are fully tailored to your taste.
Tell us what you want—an empty
stretch of beach, a romantic colonial
city, or a wild jungle adventure—and
we’ll arrange it, while also adding
unique touches, like horse-drawn
carriage rides, private dinners, and
scenic helicopter transfers, that make
for lasting memories. Of course, our
specialists ensure you’re booked at the
perfect properties, too—hotels designed
specifically with romance in mind. For
a taste of what’s on offer, check out a
few of our favorites here, and then let’s
chat. Your dream honeymoon awaits.
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Casa Palopó
Lake Atitlán, Guatemala
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Once a mecca for pirates, today’s Bay Islands of Honduras are home to
quiet fishing villages, tangled mangroves, vast stretches of white-sand bz
beach, and clear Caribbean waters. Roatán is the largest and most popular
of the isles and now boasts one of the area’s top hotels, too. Las Verandas
opened with six villas in early 2013 and will expand to 30 villas and 60
luxury rooms in all. The air-conditioned accommodations are modern, with
Honduran mahogany accents, extra-large windows, and sleek, oversize
bathrooms; some also have a full kitchen, vaulted ceiling, and private pool
that offers romantic sunset views over the ocean and beach. Around its
well-manicured grounds, guests will find a restaurant, two infinity-edge
pools, and Roatán’s first (and only) championship golf course, designed
by Pete and Perry Dye, called The Black Pearl. A full-service spa is
forthcoming.
Special add-ons: Champagne upon arrival, couples’ massages, a
submarine excursion along the reef, and more.
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Traditionally dressed Guatemalan women take part in a religious procession.
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Example
Itineraries:
Guatemala,
Honduras &
Belize

Belizean Highlights (9 days)

bz

Day 1: Arrive at the Belize City airport and transfer to the western Cayo
District, home to rainforests, pinelands, cave systems, and renowned
archaeological sites.
Day 2: Explore the Maya ruins of Xunantunich (home to the second-tallest
archaeological structure in Belize) and San Ignacio, Cayo’s capital.
Day 3: Choose from two caving adventures: Actun Tunichil Muknal (a visit
includes hiking, climbing, and swimming) or Barton Creek, which is explored
by canoe.
Day 4: Travel through the Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve to the Maya
ruins of Caracol. Tour the archaeological site (it’s Belize’s largest) before
feasting on a picnic lunch and exploring the nearby Rio Frio cave and Rio On
pools.
Day 5: Transfer to Belize City for a flight to Ambergris Caye. Along the way,
stop at the Belize Zoo and Tropical Education Center, which opened in 1983
to provide shelter for homeless wild animals.

For more itineraries, see Looking for a
Wild Adventure? (Belize; p.62),
A 6-Day Food Fest (Guatemala; p.73),
and 9 Days of Honduran Highlights
(Honduras; p.103).

Day 6: Snorkel with sharks and sting rays at the famed Hol Chan Marine
Reserve and Shark Ray Alley.
Day 7 & 8: Fill two beach days as you please: Snorkel, scuba dive, or fly over
the famous Blue Hole; explore other snorkel and dive sites like Mexico Rocks;
set out for smaller cayes like Half Moon, home to red-footed boobies; or relax
on the beach.
Day 9: Transfer to the Belize City airport in time for your flight.

Adventurous Guatemala (11 days)

Off-the-beaten Track Honduras (12 days)
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Day 1: Arrive at the Tegucigalpa airport.
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Day 2: Take a morning tour of Tegucigalpa, Honduras’s capital, before
transferring to the colonial city of Comayagua.
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Day 3: Explore Comayagua’s monuments, churches, and museums on a
morning tour before enjoying a free afternoon.
Day 4: Visit stunning Lago de Yojoa, Honduras’s largest lake and a birder’s
paradise, before transferring to San Pedro Sula.
Day 5: Travel to Copán Ruinas for a medicinal plants tour led by renowned
archaeologist and longtime Copán resident David Sedat.
Day 6: Tour the famous Copán ruins with David Sedat before transferring to
Macaw Mountain Bird Park & Nature Reserve to learn about rescued tropical
birds.
Day 7: Explore a rural Honduran farm and enjoy a traditional lunch at
Finca El Cisne.
Day 8: Head to the northern coastal town of Tela. Visit the nearby Punta Izopo
National Park, home to abundant wildlife like monkeys, crocodiles, and myriad
bird species. Kayak through the park’s mangrove canals.
Day 9: Explore Tela’s verdant botanical garden and local beaches. Afterward,
transfer to the Pico Bonito National Park area.
Day 10: Journey to the lush Pico Bonito National Park in a 4x4 vehicle. Hike
to the picturesque Zacate waterfall, enjoying stunning views of the park and
Caribbean coast along the way.
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Day 11: Travel to the coastal city of La Ceiba before setting out by boat for
Cayos Cochinos, a handful of protected white-sand islands with stellar reefside snorkeling.
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Day 12: Transfer to San Pedro Sula in time for your flight.

Day 1: Arrive at the Guatemala City airport and transfer to the cobblestonedbz
city of Antigua.
Day 2: Set out on a scenic bike ride through the Antigua valley, passing farms,
coffee plantations, and indigenous villages along the way. Explore Antigua on
your own in the afternoon.

hn

Day 1: Arrive at the Guatemala City airport and transfer to the cobblestonedbz
city of Antigua.

Day 4: Head to the Zunil mountain range to hike and bike along trails that
boast stunning views of up to 10 volcanic peaks, taking a break in a remote
village to meet the locals and learn about hand-woven textiles. Afterward,
transfer to the town of Chichicastenango.

Day 2: Discover Antigua’s colonial-era ruins and historic and cultural highlights
on a private walking tour. In the evening, enjoy a cooking class and delicious
Guatemalan meal in the house of a local chef.

Day 5: Explore Chichicastenango’s large indigenous market, which is packed
with textiles, wooden masks, ceramics, and more. Afterward, transfer to
Guatemala’s remote Verapaces region and the city of Cobán.

Day 3: Get a bird’s-eye view by helicopter of Antigua’s nearby volcanoes
before hiking Pacaya (an active volcano) and enjoying a luxury picnic lunch.

Day 6: Visit Semuc Champey (a naturally formed limestone bridge with a series
of swimmable pools) and the Lanquín caves (home to incredible stalactites and
stalagmites).

Luxury Guatemala (9 days)
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Day 4: Travel to the archaeological site Iximché (the former capital of the
Kaqchiquel Maya) for a private ceremony with a shaman (spiritual leader).
Afterward, transfer to Lake Atitlán.
Day 5: Explore the lakeside towns San Juan La Laguna (a top spot for naturally
dyed, hand-woven textiles) and Santiago Atitlán (a traditional Tz’utujil Maya
town where the folk saint Maxímon is worshipped).
Day 6: Fly over Lake Atitlán by helicopter before continuing to
Chichicastenango to explore its large indigenous market. Afterward,
transfer by helicopter to Guatemala City for a flight to Guatemala’s northern
department of El Petén and the town of Flores.
Day 7: Enjoy a free morning. In the afternoon, travel to Yaxhá National Park for
a tour of its ruins and sunset drinks atop a temple.
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Day 3: Visit San Juan Comalapa, a town known for its traditional art and
bustling market. Afterward, transfer to Guatemala’s remote, windswept
highland region of Alaska to hike or bike along rural footpaths, past adobe
villages, sacred Maya sites, and pine forests. Spend the night with a local
family in the town of Totonicapán.

Day 7: Take a tour of Central America’s largest orchid nursery before visiting a
coffee cooperative to learn how beans are grown, harvested, and processed
to produce top-quality Guatemalan coffee. Afterward, transfer to the northern
department of El Petén and the town of Flores.
Day 8: Visit the non-profit wildlife rescue center, ARCAS, to meet some of the
animals it helps and learn about the center’s work. In the afternoon, travel to
Yaxhá National Park for a tour of its ruins and sunset drinks atop a temple.
Day 9: Set out for Uaxactún, a well-known archaeological site and Maya
community that’s home to chicleros (harvesters of natural gum). Explore
the site and village, and enjoy a horseback ride through the jungle. Camp
overnight near the ancient temples.

Day 8: Take a private tour of the Tikal archaeological site and enjoy a luxury
picnic in the park. Afterward, return to Guatemala City.

Day 10: Take a private tour of the Tikal archaeological site before getting a
bird’s-eye view of Guatemala’s jungle canopy via zip-line. Afterward, return to
Guatemala City.

Day 9: Transfer to the Guatemala City airport in time for your flight.

Day 11: Transfer to the Guatemala City airport in time for your flight.
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A LOCAL
PERSPECTIVE

BELIZE

Ambergris
Caye
It’s quaint and quirky, with a Caribbean-Key West vibe and the
requisite postcard-perfect beaches and palms of any tropical
paradise. Often referred to as “La Isla Bonita”—the beautiful
island—Ambergris Caye sits 56 kilometers (35 miles) east of
Belize City and borders the world’s second-largest barrier reef,
making it a haven for snorkelers and scuba divers alike. San
Pedro is the island’s one and only hub, and its sandy streets
are lined with colorful restaurants, tiki bars, souvenir shops, and
golf carts (the preferred mode of island transport—after boats).
Originally from California, Vivian Yu has lived on Ambergris
since 2000, when she and her partner, Jeff, opened Casa Azul,
a luxury beachfront property with two villas, north of San Pedro.
She came to Ambergris for its diving, fishing, and turquoise
waters and stayed for essentially those same things. After more
than a decade of island living, she has a unique perspective on
Ambergris. Here, she shares a few of her tips and musings.

“The most incredible sight I’ve ever seen was a
four-meter (14-foot) friendly hammerhead. It used
to live outside Shark Ray Alley, and people would
jump in and swim with it.”

“Locals call themselves San Pedranos and are
super nice. Drive by in a boat, and everyone waves
like you’re old friends.”

“Two things I love about the island: The Caribbean
views that I wake up to and the fact that I can go
from hanging out on the beach to diving 24 meters
(80 feet) underwater in less than five minutes.”

“You haven’t been to Ambergris if you haven’t barhopped in a golf cart.”

“It’s a casual town. Bring a nice sundress and your
wedges—leave the spike heels at home.”

“On a beautiful, balmy night, you can’t beat the
sushi sunset sail on the Lady Leslie. It’s a family
operation, the boat has beanbags, and Ricky (the
son-in-law) can roll sushi like nobody’s business.”

TO EAT
For local eats in San Pedro, Vivian suggests… “the tortilla factory on Back
Street, across from the Super Buy, sells the most delicious, melt-in-your-mouth
pork breakfast tacos with mucho chile starting at 7:30 a.m. When they’re gone
they’re gone! On Sundays, Estel’s Dine by the Sea serves up Fred Flintstone
brontosaurus-size ribs. Get there early and be sure to order ice cold Belikins—to
chase your spicy bloody marys. There’s a tamale guy who rides a beach cruiser
with a cooler strapped to the handlebars from San Pedro to the northern part of
Ambergris every single day. Talk about dedication! His tamales and burritos are
delicious. At Carlos & Ernie’s Runway Bar, you can sit on little benches and
watch the planes land at the San Pedro airport while eating beef nachos. For
something sweet, don’t miss the recently opened Belize Chocolate Company
on Front Street. And finally, while not in town, Rojo Beach Bar at Casa Azul is
a must. Try our grilled lobster poppers for sure. The key lime martini tastes just
like the real thing and even has graham crackers on the rim!
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TOTAL BLISS INCLUDED

Authentic Antigua
Antigua • Guatemala
Tel: +502 7832 0260 • Email: elangel@posadadelangel.com
ANTIGUA n GUATEMALA
Tel: (502) 2244-0600 n Email: info@portahotels.com

www.portahotels.com
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www.posadadelangel.com
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